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Martin Stephenson of the once-brilliant Dain tees wowing an adoring Potterrow audience last Tuesday night with his
Pharo: Louise McKay
finely-honed "Professional Geordie" come-on. For other music reviews turn to P 6/7.

Accommodation setbacks

The accommodation situation at Edinburgh University
facing this year's Freshers
has been " definitely tighter
than last year according to the
Director of the Student
Accommodation Service, Mr
Alec Stewart.

Ma ny students have had difficulties in finding suitable accommodation. Last week, there were
about eighty first year students in
temporary accommodation -

one student was sa id to be paying
£42 per week after subsidy by the
SAS. By this week however most
of these students had been placed
in more suitable housing.
The situation for second , third
and later years was thoughJ to be
somewhat better than that for
freshers . The problems of first
years have not been helped by a
growing shortage of lodgings in
the city. Those lodgi ngs that are
available are often charging
higher rents fo r bed a nd breakfast

with considerable local opposition.
At a public meeting at the end
of August , organised by Alliance
Regional Councillor Marilyn
McLaren (Marchmont/Sciennes)
the residents discussed their
o pposition to the University's
plans with University representatives and council officials. The
meeting was characterised by
Councillor McLaren as "very
aggressive and anti-student. "
The residents objections centre
around the lack of an official warden for the new block in the University's plans, and on a shortage
of parking spaces.
In addition , both the SAS and
the Students' Association have
it was revealed that students o nly expressed surprise at the resispend 19% of their income on dents' objections on parking
food. For the average student this grounds. Again in Blackett, thirty
would be £9.50 - 38% less than parking places were provided
when the scheme was created the union's sample d iet.
and only thirteen permits have
ever been issued to students. Too·
The value of the grant , says the
union , has fallen ;n real terms by few students have cars for parking
Student put these points to
21 % since 1979, and is still falling.
Councillor McLaren , who said
This, said NUS President Vicky
that she has tried to step backPhillips could put students' health
wards from the affair and take an
at risk.
impartial view . She had, she said ,
"Young people w ho are men- a duty to represent her contally and physically active need a stituents regardless of her own
views.
balance~ diet to stay healthy ," she
She feels strongly that their
said. "Students grants today simply don 't allow for this, because should be supervision within the
food is often sacrificed in order to residence and reacted to Student's
pay for books, equipment and ris- suggestion that student undering rents . Last year , for instance, graduates could perhaps be consirents in England and Wales rose dered to be responsible adults by
by 16% compared with a 3% rise saying that it was " unfortunate
in grants."
continued on page 3
Prue Jeffreys '

than Pollock Halls of Residence
charges for full board.
In the light of these and other
difficulties with student housing in
Edinburgh , the University has
been planning new student residences in a number of locations. It
has, however , been experiencing
some difficulties with these plans.
T he most severe of these problems have been encountered in
Marchmont where the University's plans to convert the disused
Usher Institute building have met

Students starving
Students are not eating enough
nourishing food, because of
inadequate grants, claim the
National Union of Students.
According to DHSS recom-

memded minimum ·i ntakes of
food energy and nutrients, a basic
balanced diet should cost £15.47
per week.
But, in the recent NUS survey,
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Edinburgh University St~
dents' Association (EUSA) will
officially announce its position
vis-a-vis the Government's proposal for a mixed system of student
grants and loans by making a submission in November to the Government's
student
support
review.
Talking to Student,
President
Cathy
Presland
explained that EUSA is opposed'
to such a system both from the
Government's and students'
points of view.
For the Government, a mixed
system of student grants and loans
would entail greater administrative costs and capital expenditure.
Repayment on loans would be
slow and probably have a return
of around 15 per cent.
From the students' point of
view, many could be deterred
from applying to university out of
fear of debt and inability to repay
the loans. There is also the threat
of a consequential lowering in
academic standards and the existence of prejudice on the part of
those giving out the loans.
EUSA is at present conductin_g

Enterprise
enthusiasm
Scotland's first ever national
business
and
opportunities
magazine for students had a sue.
cessful launch in Edinburgh this
week. All eight Scottish univer.
sities have received copies and
publishing
manager
Angus
Grahame said Enterprise had
been received enthusiastically.
Edinburgh University Rector
Archie MacPherson welcomed the
initiative that has been put
together entirely by Edinburgh
students. Enterprise generated
favourable publicity in the
national media, with The Times

Higher Education Supplement

Students voting for their future.
an opinion poll within the University so as to be fully aware of student opinion and thus justify any
stand that may be taken on their
.behalf. So far the poll, as yet
un(inished, has shown a strong

feeling of opposition to the Government proposal.
Cathy Presland expressed fear
that students may initially be
attracted to a loan system offering
such low interest rates only to find

Photo: Callum McLennan
that the appeai may wear off as
the Government allows the system to disintegrate as has happened to the present grants
scheme .
Linda Davies

Tories free
to speak

Politics professors in a rage
During the largely dormant
summer season, a row has been
raging between political scientists
(represented by their professional
body, the Political Studies Association) and the notorious Universities Grants Committee about
the latter's evaluation of research.
The UGC exercise was aimed

to encourage more selective
research by ranking university
departments. Political scientists
were not alone in criticising that,
but they wanted to know why they
won so few ratings marked "outstanding" or "above average" .
They also wanted the criteria for
judging them to be made public.

There is a strong suspicion that
the UGC's social studies sub-committee used an unpublished paper
by Professor Ivor Crewe of Essex.
He looked at five years of book
and article publications by staff
members to get a publication rate
per head, giving different scores
for-different.types of material (for

Another History Lecture?
Well not quite.
History Today is Britain 's only illustrated history magazine. Every
month 1t delves into the past showing its importance and relevance
to our lives now.
Wide ranging and written by leading historians and
co.mmentators such as Asa Briggs, Paul Preston and Roy Strong,
History Today covers all periods, subjects and parts of the world.
Always _lavishly illustrated, History Today is provocative,
authoritative and accessible with major features and articles plus
updates on the latest books (including paperbacks), exhibitions,
museums, galleries and much more.
_If you study history it's essential, but even if you don't ...
History Today. Not just for historians.
Every month £1.~0 or subscr ibe and save money.

- - - - - - - - SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER - - - - - - - :--:orn:<llh: ,1n ,111nu.il s ub,criptio_n (12 _issues) costs £16.50 but as a student you ca n
'ub, cr1bc tm onl v t.9.50 - .i saving ot ~0% . Simpl y complete thi s coupon and
return with you.rcheque pa yable to History Today Ltd.
F~" . t.ul_I _111:w ( I ~ ve.ir> .rnd over, turther educa tion /LEA gra nt-eligible) and Open
U111 w 1"l1 ' tude nts. Plc<Jse send proof of s tatu s (offer UK onl y).
N cini e .. ....... . .. . ... .. .

Address .... ......... . . .
................ ... . . ·········· ······ ·······

Coll ege/Uni~~~;ity ·.·.
Course ............ ........... Yea r.. .... . .
To: Student Subscription, History

Today, 83/84 Berwick Street London
WlV 3PJ.
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carrying a front-page feature and
.BBC Radio Scotland twice inter.
viewing the magazine's editor.
Issue two will be out early next
term and should be able to build on
the success of issue one to reach a
·greater number of undergraduates.

instance, 10 for an authored book,
two for a piece in a leading journal).
Even after a letter written by
Professor Raymond Plant on
behalf of the PSA, the UGC has
refused to disclose any information on the criteria used. This has
only· served to fuel existing
innuendo. There's a general
agreement that Crewe excluded
journals from peripheral nations,
like the Scottish and Irish Histori, cal Review. It is also believed that
feminist and left-wing journals
were not given proper consideration and that a greater emphasis
was given to policy and administration as opposed to history and
philosophy:

The Federation of Conservative Students (FCS) is believed to
be arranging a number of speaking engagements for right-wing
Tory MPs this autumn to coincide
with a parliamentary debate on
freedom of speech at universities.
An amendment to the Educa·
tioil Bill, which would require uni-

versity authorities and student
unions to ensure that visitini
speakers are allowed to speak, i!
due to be considered in Parlia
ment later this month.
According to the National
Union of Students, MPs to bl
invited by. the FCS will include
John Carlisle , whose speeche!
earlier this year at a number ol
campuses met with disruption and
Dr Drucker also draws atten- violent incidents because of hi!
tion to two important consequ- controversial views on Sout~
ences of the UGC's assessment. Africa.
It is understood that Bristo
Firstly, it will almost certainly
reflect future resource allocation. University may be particularlJ
"It will be very difficult to defend . targetted. It was there that h isto~
universities that did really badly. lecturer Professor John Vincenl
Secondly, the very fact that the had his lectures picketed beca u~
study is done shows that there 's of his column in The Sun .
far greater emphasis on research
and teaching."
Henry Drucker, senior lecturer
of Edinburgh University's Politics
Department, marked "average"
by the UGC, was very critical of
the secrecy surrounding the use of
criteria.
"If they do not tell us
what the criteria are, how can we
improve on performances?" he
asked .

According to Dr Drucker, the
assessment of teaching should
also be included in the UGC's
criteria. Although he acknow- .
ledges that the academics are "terrified of being assessed" , unless
assessed, "Britain's universities
will become like the European
ones who treat their students with
contempt".
Dr Drucker believes that the
issue of UGC's evaluation of
research will be kept alive in the
next year in debates on reallocating resources.
Xiao-Shu Meng

EUSA's
stolen radios

The Students' Association wanl
to hear urgently from any student
who may know something aboul
the disappearance of two vaiuabl~
walkie-talkies from ChambeP
Street House on Saturday nigb~
Outgoing Freshers' Week Dire!'
tor David Cook told Student ol
.Tuesday that police had bee'
informed immediately. AnyoJll
who may have seen someone ta~ 1
tlie •walkie-talkies should gel ~
touch with David Cook or Sil
Administrator Lorna Davidson, 0
o the EUSA offices in the Mandell
Centre. All information will ~
treated in strict confidence.

• Hatton agrees to speak at EUSA General Meeting

General Meeting face lift
Expelled Labour Liverpool
council Deputy Leader Derek
H atton has accepted an invitation
to be the guest speaker at EUSA's
Annual Gene ral Meeting on 24th
Novembe r.
.
· Jn a move by EUSA officebearers to improve the flagging
popularity of General Meetings ,
Mr Hatto n is the first in a series of
politicians, from across the political spectrum , to be invited to
speak at th e three General Meetings planned for th!s year.
Mr Hatto n , who has accepted
the invitation with the provision
th at nothing more urgent arises
nearer the ti me, will address the
Genera l Meeting on a subject of
his own choice before the meeting
begins.
EUSA also ho pe to attract
people to General Meetings by
the introd uction of tickets ,
handed out at the beginning of
meetings, which will entitle
people to a glass of wine in Teviot
bar afte r the meeting is over.
Jain Catto, E USA Secretary , is
somewhat regretful that student
apathy is such that it is necessary
to find ways of attracting people
ot Gene ral Meetings, but at the
same time is aware that, on the
positive side , it will enable studerits to see a nd hear some of the
most influe nt ia l names in presentday politics.
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I 0 DOWNING STREET
LONDON SWIA lAA

From

tit~ PriWJt~

Stt:utary

~ <"\r c.·•c::o,
The Prime Minister has asked me to

thank you for your letter of 18 July in
which you ask her to be _the guest speaker
at your General Meeting on 7 May 1987 .
I

very much regret it will not be

possible for Mrs . Thatcher to attend on
tha-t day. Her diary is already very
over - crowded and it will not be pos s ible

University Social Democratic
Club Preside nt Angus Mcintosh
praised the initiative and the fact
.that Edinburgh had been chosen
for the document 's launch . Speaking to Student he said , "obsessive
secrecy and an unfair electoral
system have left the British people
feeling helpless and unable to control their own lives. This document shows how the Alliance
plans to change that and create a
declined an invitation to speak truly participating democracy ."
were the Prime Minister and ScotIn a public show of strength that ,
tish Secretary Malcolm Rifkind .
has come a long way from last
Prue Jeffr~ys year's inter-club dispute between
the SOC and the Liberals , Liberal
Club President Mark Wheatley
echoed Angus Mcintosh 's views .
"This campaign is designed to
put constitutional reform firmly
on the agenda at this and subsequent elections. It is an issue
which has been shamefully neglected in the past but one which
we can afford to neglect no
longer."
Devin Scobie

disappointing reply.
With best wishes,

Hatton says yes; Thatcher plays hard to get.
EUSA President Cathy Presland is determined that the General Meetings will be a success ..
"We will have three quorate General Meetings this year ," she confide ntly said , which she admits
will be no easy task when four of
last year's General Meetings were
inquorate.

She also commented that
although only three meetings, one
per term, have been planned for
this year so far , if enough students
- the official number is one
hundred - feel strongly that they
need another meeting , then a
meeting ca n be arranged .
~mong the politicians who

Hitler's step-children
He is quoted as saying, "Those
stude nts who believe their views
should prevail a nd that the views
of others should be suppressed are
the step-childre n of Hitler , and
epitomise the evil that is inherent
in totali tarian systems of government. "
Dr Shaw was invited to speak to
the Conservative students' group ,
but says that when he arrived at
the campus gates , he was warned

If you think it's
NEWS, phone the
News Team on
5581117/SextOor
6671011ext4496.

that 150 students, who had been
brought in by the Socialist Workers' Party, were picketing the hall .
He claimed to have been told
that the protestors had said that
they would not allow him to use
the campus as a "platform for
racism " and had threatened to use
violence .
But Mr Ian Robertson , President of Stirling Unive rsity Students' Association , claimed that
between forty and fifty students
wanted to make a peaceful protest , and that , "Dr Shaw had not
entered the campus , let alone
come within sight of the people dent.
who wished to protest against

Jeff Sinton
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He would be reminding her that
continued from page one
many of her constituents are stuthat a minority of students give dents who were on holiday at the
the majority a bad name. "
time of the public meeting, and
Councillor McLaren admitted, were therefore unrepresented
however, that some of her con- there . "I will be reminding h!'!r
stituents have a "conceptual that students also have the vote in
block" about students, and she her constituency."
·
accepted that there " is a dire need
The District Council has indifor student accommodation ." She cated that the proposals for the
denied that her organisation of Usher Institute will go before the
the public meeting was an attempt
Planning Committee of the Counto encourage votes - despite her
cil for a decision next Wednesday .
slim majority in the last regional
Unofficial sources have indicated
elections of just ten - the only
that the recommendation from
Alliance gain in Lothian Region.
the Planning Department may
David Blackhall , the SRC
well be favourable .
Accommodation Convener told
Meanwhile , the University's
Student that he would be contactdevelopments of student flats at
ing Councillor McLaren to make
Sciennes have been delayed
clear the official EUSA position.
again . The flats, which should
have been completed by the start
of the term have been delayed
several times already. The first
block will not now be ready until
the 18th October and the whole
development will not be completed until the 31st of the month .
Finally. the University has
announced another new development of flats. The plans propose
housing for eighty-three students
in twenty self-catering flats in
Guthrie Street , off the Cowgate .
The proposals have been submitted for planning permission and
have met with some objections

FRAMING

.....

OILS
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what he represented."
Dr Shaw is reported to have
said, " I had a letter from the President of the Students' Association _
describing me as supporting apartheid . I don 't and neither does the
South African Government. "
A University spokesman said
that
preliminary
inqumes
suggested that Dr Shaw's allegations were largely unfounded and
Stirling University students have
1
demanded the withdrawal of Dr
Shaw's statement.
There will be a feature interview
with Dr Shaw in next week's Stu-

WATERCOLOURS

!!! A

Social
Uemocratic · Party
National President _Shirley Wit- .
.Iiams is to launch a major new
Alliance initiative on constitutional reform at Edinburgh Uni-.
versity on Monday .
Mrs Williams will be accompanied by Des Wilson, Chairman
of the English Liberal Party , and
will launch the joint Alliance
document in the Teviot Debating
Hall at 1.30 pm. This will be the
inaugural meeting in a nationwide
tour of British universities to promote the document.

to fit in another speaking engagement .
I am sorry to have to bring you this

South African Consul condemns students

Dr Alexande r Sh aw, the South
African Consul-General , claimed
this week to have been prevented
from spea king by 150 students on
the campus of Stirling_University .

21 July 1986

Alliance
launch

T 0
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STUDENTS !!!

Upon production of a current matriculation card, we offer the following discount
25% OFF regul ar prices on al l Rea d y Made Frames , Cl ip Fr ames & Poster Hangers
20% OFF regul a r p r ices o n al l p rints & poste r s in stoc k or ordered through us
10% OFF a ny o rd ers p l ac e d for fra mi ng u sing ou r Gal l e r y F r~mi n g Se r vic e
This special offer MUST end Saturday 18th October 1986
***SEND AN SAE OR CALL IN FOR FULL DETAILS OF THESE AND OTHER STUDENT DISCOUNTS***

54 Hanover Street Edinburgh EH2 2DX
Tele: 031-225-5538

Open: Mon-Sat 9.30 am-6 pm

from local residents.

Alternative
anti-apartheid
A row developed during the
Societies' Fair over the activities
of the new Scollish South African
Union . The Union was vociferously opposed by the Anti-Apartheid Society due to their differences over policy in South Africa.
The SSAU is a new association
not yet ratified by SRC, established to support a demolition of
the apartheid system without the
use of violence.

New vetting system

• CVCP condemn grants chaos

Loan supported
by Principals
Concern to widen access to
higher education has prompted
the University Vice-Chancellor's
decision to back a mixed system of
student loans and grants.
Professor Fred Holliday , chairman of the awards sub-committee
of the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals , said it was
felt that the current low level of'
grants was deterring stude.n ts
from goi ng into higher education
at a time when the nation needed
more graduates.

"We regard the protection of
Professor
Maurice Shock ,
Scotland's special contribution to
veterinary education as being of chairman of the CVCP added
that, "we have the worst of all
major importance."
The proposal is subject both to worlds at present. What we have
agreement by the Universities is a mixed scheme involving large
Grants Committee and the provi- loans for many students; which
sion of such additional financial they have raised at the hazard of
resources as are necessary for the the market at very high rates of
interest."
initial merger.
Tom Bradby
Professor Holliday said " I
believe it very unlikely that the
government will restore the level
of grant and therefore we think
such a scheme is inevitably on its
way."
" People who are tryi ng to push bed-sit area .
Consequently the CVCP has
drugs , or are under the influence
Chief Inspector John echoed
of them, can turn violent so don't his Sheffield colleague's words laid down three criteria for any
get involved. " Chief Inspector that beating up people who refuse alternative scheme; it must proJohn was speaking in response to to buy drugs is an unusual trend vide adequate funds throughout a
national press reports that drug- but it is on the increase. "Stu- student's academic career; sturelated violence is on the increase dents ," he said, " must take dents must be certain that funds
at English universities.
extreme caution and if possible would be available to enable them
In Sheffield, police and univer- draw our attention to the situa- to finish their course; and the
sity authorities are worried by two tion. Ring our Freephone scheme must be easy to administer.
recent assaults in the city's student Drugsline in total confidence."

De~i~fS get dirty
Edinburgh University students
have been warned that drug
pushers on campus may tum violent if they do not buy from them.
Speaking at the start of the new
academic session, Lothian and
Borders force information officer,
Chief Inspector Eric John ,
warned Edi nburgh students to
stay clear of the growing drugs
menace in the city.

Professor
Holliday
commented ; "there are plenty of
choices in a grant loan scheme.
There's the question of whether,
that should or should not in any
way be dependent on ~amily
income. There is the question of
whether or not the loan scheme
should bear a varying rate of
interest , what level that should
be, and whether or not the repayment which should be through the
tax system should be linked to.·a
student's income." He also said
that his group hoped to produce a
more developed scheme by
November.

S'T"'l..JI>ENT
S"'l..JPPOR. T
The Vice-Chancellor of Oxford
University, Sir Patrick Neill , said
it was a mistake to declare support
for loans before the Governmen t
had taken any decision to end the
present system of direct fundin g
of student maintenance. H e said
he would stand by Oxford U niversity's declared opposition to the
principle of loans.
Toh Bradby
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VOTE

ELECTIONS

STUDENTS' REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL

BYE-ELECTIONS
Thursday 23rd October
Nominations are invited for the following positions:
SRC Conveners

Faculty Representatives

Accommodation Convener
Music Faculty Convener
Social Science Faculty Convener

Law (2nd and Subsequent Years)
Medicine (2nd and Subsequent Years)
Music (All Years)
Social Science (Postgraduate)

1st Ycar Faculty Representatives
Arts (3 seats)
Law (1 seat)
Medicine (1 seat)
Science (3 seats)
Social Science (2 seats)
All 1st Year Postgraduate (2 seats)

For Faculty Council positions please see Faculty publicity.

Nomination forms are available from the EUSA Office, Union
Houses and Union Shops, and should be returned in person by the
Candidate to the Association office, by 1,00 pm on Thursday 16th
October.

STAND_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DEMOCRACY

True confessions
or
False stereotypes

The Same Old Situation

Another academic year has bigun with queues of frustrated
reshers waiting for the Student Accommodation Service tr
wrongly suggests that the Warn
find them a place to live. The SAS say they have found beds for Dear Sir
is a pretentious clique, a myth stuMuch as I enjoyed last week's
I freshers that came to them - but the question is, where?
Eighty-four freshers were housed in temporary accommoda- issue or Student, I should like to dents should attack not uppor1.
tion, mainly lodgings and guest houses. One student was in a complain about the disgraceful Fred Heidegger is the only
remotely intellectual member or
article mistakenly printed under
guest house paying a weekly rent of £42, which would have the title "True Confessions". I say the cast, and by laughing al him
been even more extortionate had the SAS not subsidised it. mistakenly , •or it was neither true you (hypocritically or dishonestly)
his is UNACCEPTABLE. No student, least of all freshers, nor confessional. (How did Felicity laugh at the whole idea or univershould have to suffer the inconveniences and alienation of liv- really get her part in the Bedlam sity education. The piece on Mary
ing in such accommodation, over which the University has no play? Articles like this only McGuire was similarly hypocriticontrol. The issue at hand is clear and simple: every first year encourage the cheap and easy cal. How can you criticise her for
choosing her bank with care and in
habit or social stereotyping which
should have the offer of a place in University accommodation.
the same issue unselfconsciously
does so much to poisoo the atmosWhat is to be done? More student flats and halls is the obvi- phere.
moan about the financial problems
ous answer and here, at last, progress is being made. The three
or students?
blocks of flats at Sciennes are now at last due to be opened,
Your first Scot, wittily christYou missed one stereotype about a month behind schedule. There will also be two new ened Dave Toilet, aptly reinforces
halls of residence built just off the Cowgate, opening in the traditional English belief that th~ type or person who works on
October 1987 and housing 265 students. However, a further the Scots are a philistine and Student. Are they all faceless identities whose idea or geocI reading is
proposed block is under jeopardy. If the SAS goes ahead and heathen race who have not prog- an SRC annual financial report? I
ressed culturally beyond the
converts the Usher Institute in marchmont it would create a neolithic revolution. (Presumably think we should be told.
vital extra 108 places. Yet local residents have objected to the he objects to cocktails because he
Yours faithfully,
plan on the grounds that it would alter the character of the t'annot splutter two syllables al the
Dick Topolski
building, it would cause parking problems and the block bar himself!) Felicity's story
would lack a resident warden. Student believes these objecThe Voice
tions to be essentially misguided.
Mary Whitehouse
Firstly, the SAS has promised that any structure alterations
of Reason
would be minimal and any new construction would fit in with
the character of the area.
Dear Mr Carroll,
Dear Sir,
Secondly, how many students own cars? Many have great
I could not believe my eyes
I am very sorry to see that the
difficulty just getting by and it should be noted that the Blacket editorial staff feel it necessary to when I opened your " publication "
Avenue block has thirty parking spaces of which only thirteen pepper page 13 o f the first St11de111 last week . Patronising drivel cono f the year with swear words. uch cerning new students to the Unihave been used.
Thirdly, students are responsible adults and it is about time a n edito rial policy will not sell pap- versit y, dangerous stereotyping of
ers to EU students. It is, sir, nationalities, bigotry , sexi m in
the general public recognised this fact at Blacket Avenue there extremely naive a nd we have a the ex treme and a ll topped with
have been only two complaints in two years.
right to expect a nd you have a duty the fou le t language I have read in
a paper which frankly should
The increasing shortage of private accommodation in Edin- to produce better.
know fa r better.
Yours,
burgh makes the need for extra University places absolutely
MORE, MORE, MORE.
Harry Elwin
vital and any proposed schemes must be welcomed and put
Yours sincerely,
into action immediately. Otherwise, the queues will be back PS: I apologi e for the poor punctuMarlow
ation but it isn't ore nsive.
a ain next ear.
YOU
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WELCOME TO EDINBURGH
WHERE WILL YOU BUY YOUR
BROWN RICE NOW?
REAL FOODS offer the best selection of
natural foods 1n town Everythmg yoo could
want plus things you've never heard of ! Try
some orgarncalty grown wme - thiny different varieties expenmen t w ith
Japanese foods - largest 1mparter m the
UK - sample vegetanan haggis, en1oy ou r

own

brand

oatcakes and wholemeal

shortbreads

DROP INTO REAL FOODS
27

Broughton St. or 8 Brougham St.
5571911

lnr. 1opleithWelk)

2281651
Tollcross

WE'LL HELP YOU FEEL AT HOME

MORE FU , MORE CHOICE, MORE STYLE.
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1Um!mllll ONIY £14·95
IOI II STOCI THI llllSJ II HlllY HllSll GllVIS,
WllfRPIDOfS, THIRMllS,I Pllll Wiil
w open Sunda 10-00-1 ·00

u-.mlllrlillilfl'-11 • ,. aim•
OP«N TU£S.- SUN4 10 · 00 - 1&-00~._,tunch12-30 - 13 · 30t--. - frt onfy)

A R'T - .
<..ot..LEC.E

Students Welcome to

EUROPA
WINE BAR
Infirmary Street
here else can you enjoy fabulou
hot and cold meals from
noon-2 9 p.m.
lso try our Sunday Lunches fro
12.30-2 p.m.
Look out for our-Golden Oldies
Night every Tuesday and our
Sunday Night Disco
absolutely free
OPEN 11 am to 1 am

S556-6165S

Dear ' ludenl '
I'm ure most of u would hkc
to e politician putting the truth
before their own narrow political
aim and their own overblown
egos.
This is why it is saddening to e
both Labour and Tory claiming to
be the " largest and most active" of
the political clubs at the University in thi year"s 'Student Handbook'.
lt i of course a matter of opinion as to which i the ·' most
active" but they.can 't both be "the
largest "'. That is the sort or
' machismo ' politicking which
leads to a neglect of rea on .
decency, and ultimately , the
truth . It is precisely that sort or
artitude which give ' politician ' a
bad name and serves to perpetuate the myth that politics is a
mean and lowly occupation .
As the President of ju t one of
the many political clubs in the
University I call on all my fellow
'hacks' to act more honestly in the
future . I hope that we can challenge ea h o ther's opinion with·
out resorting to di tortions and
lie ; we don't need to practice
'gutter politics' to engage in a
healthy and vigorous exchange of
beliefs.
If politi s ha to take econd
place then so be it. bu t I hope that
we can remain both 'political and
tru thful.
Yours,
Mark Delano-Wheatley,
President E Liberal Club

Whose side
are you on?
Dear Sir,
I write in connection with a n
argume nt I had at the Anti-Apartheid sta nd at the ocieties Fair.
It would seem that the moment
a nyone opposes econo mi c sa n e~
tio ns (such a the Government)
they become " racist" a nd "fascist'". I was assured quite catego rically that it would be the white
businessmen who would suffer. If
"suffe ring" mea ns no t getting a
new Mercedes thi year, the n I
agree . I don 't doubt these
people's intentions in wanting
anct ions. but it seems so ha rd to
get them to understand that they
really will be hurting the people
they a re tryi ng to help .
Why ca n't people with the right
sentime nts within the U niversi ty
ta ke a more po itive approach to
helping South Africa' black and
the gross crimes perpetrated in
the name of apartheid over the
last 50 year . Perhap we hould
remember that the E nglish helpeci9
to create outh Africa we
should not abdica te respo nsibi lit
now.
T. Bradby

James Jazzzzz.
Dear Sir,
Regarding last week's i ue of
S11tdent I would like to air my
view on the music pages. Previou ly I have regarded the e a
being of the highest joumali tic
tandard. That was until that
clown Jame Jazz (who w(lijld be
cruel enough to christen a· chil
who was not hideou ly deformed
with a name like that) got too big
for hi boots . Who i he? Do we
care? Why is he now getting more
expo ure than Terry Wogan?
Please publi h hi real name and
addre so I can firebomb hi aat
and do the Music Pages a nd society at large a verf' big favour.
Yours sincerely,
C. McNlct

Thorn at my side

The Hoochie Coochie

The Mighty Lemon Drops
are the first of the class of '86
to graduate to a major label
and release an album, f!BPP!
Head, which to my mmd is
definitely first class.
Although they appeared on the
NME's C86 they now seem .to
have as much in common with
bands such as The Pastels and
Bogshed as they do with Black
Lace. Their sound is much harder
and cleaner and harks back not to
1978 but 1981 and the early days
of The Teardrop Explodes and Squeezin' it dry.
The Bunnymen. However , the
Photo: Craig McNicol
Mighty Lemon Drops are not
mere copyists and have forged a
As a spectacle they fai 1 miserndistinctive though not umque bly although I got the 1mpress1on
style built on a big solid rhythm they weren 't even trymg.; total
section and tempered with a movement involved walkmg on
strong 12-string guit!IL The out- and off stage and occasionally
standing songs are the smgks The changing guitars. Speaking to the
Other Side .of You and Like An audience seemed equally pamful
Angel and the title track , while and was limited to a curt than k
the rest are well worth a listen too· you at the end of the set..
That's the album, what
Thankfully the music 1s strong
about The Mighty Lemon enough to stand on its own without decoration and they did at
Drops live?
Not much difference actually, least give us an encore. The moral
although they're naturally much being that music speaks louder
louder and rougher and therefore than words.
Andy Shearer
more enjoyable.

EVERYTHING BUT THE
GIRL
Playhouse

Thankfully, Ben Watt and
Tracey Thorn spared us the
orchestral sludge of the current LP and instead gave a
straight, polished and almost
entirely unchallenging set of
their best songs.
Indeed, the most challenging
moment came at the very start
with just the twain on stage to perform Come On Home , Ben on
piano and Trace giving a virtuoso
vocal. Given another venue and
an entire set of songs thus performed , EBTG could have
been startling.
As it is , they would seem to
have settled for the status quo and
some soupy horn arrangements
which really only worked on Each
and Everyone ("fonhe first time,
as it shou ld be played"). Event.he
Eden material is best heard stripped of all fringe distractions and
one suspects that the new songs
got the big arrangement surgery m
response to the old "better do
something different" syndrome
rather than a realisation that 1t
would add something to the songs
themselves.
Ben 'n' Trace seem happy
enough with what they'. re doing.
He was in his baggy smt number
whilst she sported her Louise'
Brooks crop and her Patsy Clineish gladrags , although the only
sniff of country in their air came
when Ben performed an utterly
stupendous You Were Always On
My Mind that stood leagues above

THE MIGHTY LEMON
DROPS

Tomfoolery!
Tracey

Brooks,

sorry

.
Patsy Thorn, no, I mean · · ·
Photo: Craig McN1col

anything else they did and
suggested that EBTG's best move
might be to quit just wearing their
influences and instead to record

an LP of covers. Either that or just
quit and get married - I know
which one I'd prefer.
Keith Cameron

World, and the recent single Slide
certainly sounded pretty good,
but for me , set closer The SwimPotterrow
stood head and shoulders
The Big Dish, eh? Can't say mer
above the rest , featuring some
I'd ever heard of them before marvellous swirling keyboards
tonight, but I'd have to say ...complemented by interesting
that I was impressed.
guitar work , that consistently
caught the eye.
The effectiveness of the band
seemed to lie in their performance
The main problem for the band ,
as a unit rather than any indi- however, appears to be one of
vidual standing out. Their set was lack of identity - visually they
very much a group effort, drawing were about as interesting as
comparison at times with Talking watching the washing machine,
Heads, Lloyd Cole, perhaps even and they could also have been a
It Bites or U2.
bit more audience-conscious.

THE BIG DISH

The Big Drip
Photo: Louise MacKay

Where the Styngrites brought
energy , Terry and Gerry brought
smiles, playing their own highly
entertaining brand of sk1ffle, proChambers Street
ducing some excellent versions of
The Styngrites began life classics like Independence Day
busking their rock 'n' roll to and Reservation , complete with
Glasgow shoppers and even the rattle of washboards. Howthen their performance was ever it is not only the band's light
polished, and it is this tight- and ' refreshing music that prosuch an effective perforness and professionalism that duced
mance but it was their who le
lies at the centre of their attitud~ that so captivated the
recent success.
audience. The band who brought
They opened the double bill us songs like The Good, The Bad
with a series of up-tempo rock 'n' and The Usherette have a treroll numbers , playing.to a packe.d mendous amount of wit a nd
Chambers Street audience. Their childlike charm, that is ~eveakd
precision and cohesion produced so explicitly in both theu music
immaculate versions of songs hke and the ir enthusiasm for performSuffocation or Real Cool Chick ing. Gerry's bashfulness rnwards
and they generated a fast , power- the audience was particul a rly
ful sound.
attractive , as he appeared
However, the limited scope of genuinely surprised that their set
The Styngrites' performance soon was so much appreciated.
became apparent, as the show
Terry and Gerry continued
progressed in the same tempo and thei r very "fun" show with a sue·
with little deviation from the trad- cession of short and amusing
itional rock 'n' roll sounds, and songs and won a lot of friend s as
although the 'Rites entertained the audience warmed to the m,
for a while, a greater variety with few worried by the over·
would have held the interest for indulgence in singalong parts and
longer.
hand clapping. In short , a gr.eat
They certainly aren't doing any- night out with The Styngntes
thing new or original, but they are above average and Terry and
most accomplished at bringing the
Gerry top class.
vintage sound of an era to an audiJames Annesley
ence too young to remember.

THE STYNGRITES/
TERRY AND GERRY

Unfortunately a too dominant
drum sound rather overpowered
the first couple of songs but once
this problem was sorted out the
band put together a workmanlike
and effective set of songs. The
highlights? Another People's
Palace, Loneliest Man in the

All in all, I couldn 't help but
come away impressed with their
musical ideas, ability and lyrics ,
and who's to say that given a
break or two The Big Dish won 't
become a big deal?
Ted Lineh·a n

I
OK Hipsters, it looks like
the only place you want to be
tomorrow night is the
Hoochje Coochie Club in
West Tollcross to see Creation's finest, The Weather
Prophets.
Just make sure that you switch
the video on before you go out to
record Trouble Funk in concert on
Ebony, BBC2, Friday evening. If

feedback]
you don' t get back in time you're
also going to miss a Special Discretion Required film on C4 at 11.55
called Throw Away Your Books,
Let's Go Out in the Streets. It's
described as "a canvas of human
tragedy and lower depth poetry of
rage and denunciation" but we all
know that's a wordy euphemism
for "lots of sex".
. Tonight, since there's little to do
on the town, you should stay in and

watch Annika at 9.30 on C4. It's a
lovely story of young love, in three
parts.
On Sunday at 10.20 on C4
there's the 1939 Sam Goldwyn
production of Wuthering Heights
with Lawrence Olivier and Merle
Oberon, and on Monday, the
Eleventh Hour films are Scorpio
Rising, What Can l Do with a Male
Nude and Rooms. Along wi.th the
hilarious gastronomic exuberance

of Floyd on Food (BBC2, Tues·
day), that's the highlights of the
viewing week.
On Monday (13th) The Crott~
are playing in Buster Brown 's~
Dive Club, and the abysmal U
Subs in the Jailbouse. Then 0
Tuesday, New Model Army take
the stage at Coasters.
Hopefully next week will offer
more to drag you away from t)le
TV;

°

Annika 9.30 C4 Tonight

that

c:CJazz
LOOSE TUBES
Queen's Hall

Having just flown in from
the States, where I'd made a
personal appearance at the
original Preservation Hall, I
settled down last Friday at the
Queen's Hall to witness the
start of the Platform season.

Beware! This man is desperate. Andrew Tully does his bit for charity, which is more than we can say
for 10,000 other students.
Photo: Paul Hutton

Charity Acts
jagged edges. Tully paces up and
down, worried and agitated,
unable to express what he is
unable to express. More songs will
not do , not even ones called Piss
Off, Margaret Thatcher. He tries
to break the tambourine but the
tambourine will not break and the
band retires to resume the struggle another day.

LEUKAEMIA BENEFIT
Coasters

So where were you, bastards? Only 250 people came
to this benefit, less than half
of what the organisers hoped
for. Edinburgh apathy rules
even to the extent of ignoring
a worthy cause - and you
also missed out on one glowing performance that was
worthy of the admission price
on its own.
First on were the Beautiful Pea
Green Boat wh o mucked about
with their backing tapes for ten
minutes (very Cocteau Twins) and
once they'd fixed them made you
wish they hadn 't. I consoled
myself with the knowledge that
Rubber Yahoo were to make an
unexpected entrance.
And sure enough , they did.
They did not offer us the lost hit
single of last year, Sharks , but five
other surfed-up country ditties
almost excused the omission .
Nothing remarkable but fresh and
fun; things were getting better.
Better until the grim hour of the
Dancing Bears and the BMX Bandits fell upon us. The DBs (stands
for DiaBolical) clearly think The
Alarm are the greatest thing since
The Alarm and reminded me why
I've never been to the Jailhouse.
The BMX Bandits are mildly
enjoyable for a couple of songs
and then become totally nauseating, a bit like eating a bar of Fry's
Chocolate Cream. Singer Douglas reminds me of a favourite line
from a favourite film - "Nobody
talks like that! " (answers on
a postcard please) - and his
goofish antics are astoundingly
tiresome.
Jesse
Garon
and
the
Desperadoes - the cure for the
blues, the newest stars from 1
heaven.
How do they do it? Easy spangly riffs , songs about love,
lost love, sung in a female voice
sweet enough to make your earlobes twitch -all that simple stuff
plus the wit and wisdom of

Leaving us to struggle with The
Shop Assistants struggling with
themselves. Someone suggested
to me that they do. this sort of
thing deliberately - i. e. cock up
every other song - but I think it
Shop Assistance
just happens. Whatever , it left me
Photo: Paul Hutton
curiously unsatisfied with a performance that contained some
Andrew Tully , pop star. Splash- sublime moments - All Day
ing Along will be a smash hit and Long, Looking Back and (the one
Jesse Garon will be big in Japan. Alex thought they might mess up
On to Rote Kapelle and it's that but didn't) It's Up To You- and
man Tully again , his Mr Hyde a great many more ordinary ones.
side. Whilst Jesse Garon were I'm holding my breath lest they
happy and relaxed, Rote Kapelle get blown away too soon.
are angry and frustrated , full of
Keith Cameron

You freshers let me down; the
turnout was disappointingly average for a band that has appeared
on The Tube. Don't say we're in
for another year of the Dire
Straits fan and the politically
motivated young man in the
winter coat.
Well , even I, in my jet-lagged
state, was capable of appreciating
this mildly sizzling performance
from the Tubes. They had only
one major flaw , billed as a 22piece band, they failed miserably
to deliver. On the last count (if the
little buggers would stop running
around) there were only 21 of
them (no longer enough for two
football teams). Ashley Slatet
bass trombone (sorry about all

The Tubes cut loose!

the brackets)) introduced the
band to us with a nice line in abusive comedy, but musically there
·was no band leader. Rather , diffeferen t leaders within it. Although
and the same song could have diffe~ent leaders within in . Although
this gave great flexibility , it meant
that things cou ld get a bit shambolic.
I can hear you screami ng at the
paper now, "So what do they
sound like , twathead?". Well ,
hang on , I'm about to tell you.
Well , you remember Glenn Miller. No , of course you don't. Well ,
if you take away the hair , the naff
suits and the harmony , and add a
hyperactive drummer and just a
sou~onof humour . Actually they
sounded rather like a fuller Brand
X or a jazzy Genesis (but I'll forgive them for all that) . I could
bore you by listing off a dozen different influences on the music,
but I'd be making it all up . Anyway , you missed them , so go and
buy the album . And go to next
week's Jim Mullen concert.
James Jazz

Photo: Paul Hui/on

Burned Out filmsoc ...
HIS LATEST FLAME
Buster Brown's Hi Dive

I was fully expecting to end
up slagging rotten some
mega-trendy haircuts without
a single original chord change.
to their credit. ~
When I went in and saw the
entire presence consisted of a
couple of people wandering
around waving their arms, a
Mohican and the band, I thought
. . . silly me , it was o nly the sound
check, and His Latest Flame were
sounding pretty reasonable to me.
However, they soon disappeared
and didn't return until hours of
boredom later, including A Whole
New Jungle , in my opinion a
pretty nondescript band from
Edinburgh.
When the band did return ,
however, we got a pretty decent
set of songs. I thought their play-

ing was fa ultless and the tunes are
undoubtedly catchy - the one
that sticks out in my mind is Somebody's Going To Get Hurt. They
played their latest single, Swap
The Tide (I think) which is not at
all bad and could maybe do quite
well. This six-piece Glaswegian
band (who don't incidentally,
have trendy haircuts) consist of
one poor guy on the keyboards
and five females , and I thought
Moira Rankine's vocals were
good. However, she failed to get
the audience to give them any
more than one feeble encore .
Mind you , that's hardly surprising
as there was only a handful of
people there , and what had gone
before had probably put most of
them to sleep: There were one or
two boppers in between times , but
the disco on the whole was pretty
garbage as well. It was a pity that
the crap atmosphere spoiled the
whole night.
Catriona Ross

CORDIALLY INVITES ALL
READERS OF
TO TRY OUT OUR NEW 35mr:n
FILM PROJECTORS IN THE
GEORGE SQUARE THEATRE.
"IMAGE QUALITY IS JUST AS
GOOD AS ANY OTHER CINEMA,
IF NOT BETTER." - THE LIST
PROGRAMME DETAILS ON WHAT'S ON
PAGE, ON NIGHTLINE 557 4444 AND ON
557 0436 (24 hr)

L

I

F

FILMHOUSEFILM
Lothian Road
2282668
BETTY BLUE
10th Oct 2.30,
9th-1 6th Oct 6.00, 8.30
Steamy French movie starring
new hot property Beatrice Daile as
a young carefree thing
SWEET DREAMS
9th Oct. 2.30
Jessica Lange stars as the late
country singer Patsy Cline;
renowned for her stormy private
life
PRIZZl'S HONOUR
13th, 14th Oct, 2.30
Hit-man Jack Nicholson wrangles
with love and death as he falls,
hook, line and plonker for Kathleen Turner,
THE BLUES BROTHERS
15th, 16th Oct, 2.30
John Landis's classic R&B comedy. Jake and Elwood risk life,
limb and shades on their " mission
from God " ·
CAT PEOPLE
11Oct;1 .45
12 O.ct; 7.00
The original film about a young.
woman who turns feline when
she_gets "excited".
MAN WITH 2 BRAINS
13, 14 Oct; 6.45, 8.45
Marvellous comedy with Steve
Martin and Kathleen Turner
about a very confused "schizophrenic" .

A
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Lothian Road
2293030
TOP GUN
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
latest "hunky guys and rocket
launchers" film with hunky Tom
Cruise and several shiny F-14s.
POLTERGEIST2 ...:._
THE OTHER SIDE
2.35, 5.25, 8.25
Much the same as last time, with
ghoulies appearing left, right and
centre
HIGHLANDER
2.00, 5.00, 6.00
Christopher "Subway" Lambert
plays a millenium-old immortal
Scotsman who turns up in New
York tc;i do battle with Sean Connery.
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Home Street, Tollcross
228 4141
HEAVENLY PURSUITS
3.00, 5.00, 7.00, 9.00
Good new film with the ever-resilient Tom Conti and the sickeningly beautiful Helen Mirren in a
comedy of errors.

SOC

DESPERATELY SEEKING
SUSAN
BACK TO THE FUTURE
Odeon; 10 Oct
11 .15 pm, 1.10am
Madonna and Rosanna Arquette
get mixed up in the first and
Michael J. Fox just got mixed up
in the second.
HENRYV
KISS ME DEADLY
George Square Theatre
12 Oct; 6.45, 9.15
Henry V is the first in Filmsoc's
Outre Shakespeare season, with
Larry Olivier in the title role. The
second is a Mickey Spillane's
Mike Hammer job,
ECHO PARK
MY BEAUTIFUL
LAUDE RETIE
George Square
15 Oct; 6.45, 8.25
Small budget films but equally
brilliant. First up is the tale of 3
oddball housemates trying to
make the big time in LA. Second
is about two boyhood friends setting up their own lauderette

O
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-----------South Clerk Street
667 7331
MONA LISA
2.15, 6.00, 8.30
Good ole Bob Hoskins stars in this
underworld tale about a naive little crook out of his depth.
ALIENS
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Sigourney Weaver wakes up 57
years on and is persuaded to go
back to the planet, for alien-hunting. And guess what they find?
KARATE KIDS I & II
1.45, 6.16, 8.45
Bruce Lee movie, shrunk in size
and intellect. Lots of karate chops
and violence. Lovely stuff.

DOMINION
Newbattle Terrace
447 2660
SWEET LIBERTY
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
Alan Alda stars as an academic
historian whose book is bought
and turned into a Hollywood
blockbuster before his eyes.
HANNAH AND HER SISTERS
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
A good old Woody Allen, charting
Hannah and her sisters' psychoses. Woody Allen plays Hannah's ex-husband
ROOM WITH A VIEW
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Merchant-lvory-Jhabvala's version of E. M. Forster's work about
a young girl's awakening.

I I2 WEST BOW GRAS9'1ARKET
EDINBURGH

031

EH I

2PO

226 2633

BEDLAMLYCEUM
2 Forrest Road
2259873
HESS
Till 10 Oct; 7.30 pm
Admission £1
Another Festival production, this
one-man show returns to the Bedlam. A captive Rudolph Hess talks
to his audience about his imprisonment in Spandau, his ideology
and the current deadlock in postYalta world politics. The most critically ·succ~ssful of EUTC's Fringe
'86shows.

THEATREK
NG
S
WORKSHOP-----Hamilton Place
225 7942
HEAVEN ON EARTH
7-11Oct;8.00 pm
A community performance as part
of Theatre Workshop's celebrations, and there's a free cabaret on
the 10th and 11th.
PEOPLE'S SHOW No. 91
13-15 Oct; 8.00 pm
The People's Show on tour.

Tues 14-Sun 260cl 7.30 PM
ADAPTED AND PERFORM ED BY KERRY SHALE
( from the novel by Richard Brautigan)

BURKE AND HARE
T ues 28 Oct-Sun 2 Nov

7 .30 PM

T HE TH EATRE CO-OPERAT IVE
(FORMERL y THE scon·1sH THEATRE CO-OPERATIVE
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY PATRI CK EVANS

HOOLIGANS
Tues4-Sun 9 Nov

7.30 PM

T ICTOC TH EATRE CO MPANY
WRITIEN AND DIRECTED BY JON GAUNT
- FRIN GE FIRST AWARD WINN ER -

~~~~ ~:i~:rc~~:;~: £2 .00 BOOKABLE IN ADVANCE . Ring Box Office on 03 1-226 2633. See

ODEC>"

A standard £1 .50 studenlion ra
1
from Sunday to Thursda\11', at t
cost you £2.60. All cinernn-smo

DOIVll

N

Students pay £1 .20 for alBnces
The only exception is theing sh
only non-smoking part ofing. In
shut on Sundays.

FILIVIHCS

EXHIBS
GALLERY OF FRUITMARKET
MODERN ART GALLERY

Members get in free to mnces
can be purchased in acllny U1
week and from the Po nts'
Place, at the weekend .

FILIVIS<

29 Market Street
225 2383
Belford Road
BILL WOODROW
5568921
Tues-Sat 10 am-5.30 pm
WILLIAM SCOTT
Mon-Sat, 10am-5pm,Sun2-5pm Another sculptor, this time it's one
with a more pronounceable
Till 23 Nov
·name.
A major retrospective exhibition
devoted to this eminent ScottishIrish painter, who helped pioneer
abstra~t art in post-war Britain.

C I T Y
C E N

PORTRAIT
GALLERY
Queen STreet
556 8921
PRINTED LIGHT
Mon-Sat, 10 am-5 pm, Sun 2-5 pm
Till 26 Oct
The scientific art of W. H. Fox Talbot, D. D. Hill and Herbert Adamson. The wprld famous photography collections of the Science
Museum, London, and the Scottish National Portrait Gallery nearly 200 pies to goggle at. This is
one of the few exhibs that you
have to payfor-50p-should be
worth it, so splash out while your
grant cheque is still fairly intact.

AUTUMN PROGRAMME AT THE TRAVERSE
DREAMING OF BABYLON

2 Leven Street
2291201
PETER PAN
7-11Oct;7.30 pm
£7.50-£10
A musical based on J. M . Barrie's
children's tale. It stars the one and
only Bonnie 'Squeaky Voice'
Langford as Peter. See if you can
spot the strings as she flys across
the stage with the greatest of ease.

Matinees cost 50p; earlyshows
£1 .20. These tickets are oble30
mance starts. No co ncesm for
you can book these in ac£2.20.
cinemas.

THE PICK OF THE 1986 FESTIVAL FRINGE
"The most successful thea tre in Britain for new work"' OBSERVER

Grindlay Street
2299697
THE GRAND EDINBURGH
FIRE BALLOON
10 Oct-1 Nov; 7.45 pni
From £2.50
A fascinating tale about one man's
heroic struggle against all the
odds to become the first man in
Britain to fly. The play was
inspired by the ascent of James
Tyler in a hot-air balloon from
Edinburgh's Comely Gardens in
1784. By Andrew Dallmeyer.
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Market Street
225 2424
TREMBLE YE TYRANTS
Mon-Sat, 10 am-5 pm
Till 1 Nov
A new exhibition celebrating 200
years of organised labour in Scotland. Organised by the Scottish
labour History Society. Includes
archives from the 18th century
right up to today's SOGAT dispute.

Fl.YING
COLOURS
35 William Street
225 6776
CONTEMPORARY PAINTINGS
Tues-Fri, 11 am-6 pm
Sat 10 am-1 pm
A new gallery (just off Shandwick
Place at the West End), showing a
colourful selection of contemporary paintings from Scotland and
Italy. It's closed on Sundays and
Mondays.

TALBOT RICE
_G--.:.A...,,..:L=--=L:___.=..E-=R~Y -S C 0 T T I S H
GALLERY
Old College, South Bridge
6671011
BALTIC TALES IN WOOD
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm
Till 25 Oct
Wood carvings by the Latvianborn sculptor Zigsrids Sapietis.
Pop in between lectures if you're
bored!

94 George Street
225 5955
HEBRIDES AND THE
NORTH WEST/JANET PIERCE
~eekdays, 9 am-5.30 pm
::.at 9.30 am-1 pm
rwo exhibitions, the first featuring
re.cent watercolours by Jim
Nichols.on, ~he second showing
Janet Pierces flower paintings.

All tickets for lunchtimepisinclu
your consumption . Memf the B
allows reductions on alledlam
are held every Monda1Pm in
interested in any aspectl is alw

TRAV6E
Exclusive offer this yeanbersh·
which allows· many benie inclu
Sunday performance; Dent star
before performance ; fretTravers
theatre clubs in Britain.

LVCE
They offer a plastic caril'.1 whic
two tickets at concessifl (£1 of
mance). Check at box olflails.

ESCA

Edinburgh Student Cha I are i
(225 4061) contrary to Stude1
offices at any time duri hours to
time secretary, or alter~tone hen

SNC>

Students are welc om~ttire to
Orchestra concerts at d Hall. Ti
available from 7 pm ea"9Vening.

CAIVIE(

Afternoon shows cost Dning pen
pm) are £2.70.

IC
TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
JAILHOUSE
10.30 pm ; Free
Raunchy rhythm 'n' blues with
brass.
ART SOCIETY
Sinclair Room : That's the one
behind the Pleasance Bar.
7.30 pm
The first meeting. Get down to
the P~easance. tonight to sign up
for Life/Drawing and Ceramics
classes. All the year's events
announced, too.
DEBATE WORKSHOP
Debating Hall
7.30 pm
If you're keen to improve your
public speaking , here's your first
chance of the year.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY DISCO
Teviot Park Room
8pm-1 am
Free entry to members : a pound
extra for everyone else.

hows (Su nday-Friday) cost
le 30 minutes before perforfor ma in evening films but
2.20. Non-smoking in both

ances. Guest tickets (£1 .25)
ny Union Shop during the
ents' Union , 24 Buccleuch
is on sale at all sh ows.
include soup and bread for
the Bedlam is £2 .00, which
diam Committee m eetings
m in the t heatre. Anyone
is always welcome.

E
bersh ip: £4 for fou r years,
include a free ticket to any
ntstandbyticket 10 m inutes
raverse Bar and many other

1 which allows you t o claim
(£1 off cost of any perforx ails.
I are in 17/19 Guthrie Street
Student Diary. Pop int o the
ours to meet Lin da, t he full ne her.
ire to all Scottish National
au. Tickets cost £2 and are
ening .

ROCK DISCO
Chambers St. Union
8pm
Get tanked up early for this one
with a Happy Hour in the Cellar
Bar between 8-9.
NEW SCOTLAND COUNTRY
DANCE SOCIETY
7.30 pm
McEwan Hall
The first meeting of term to which
all standards are welcome. You
can join on the night.

FRI 10 OCT
EU FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
7.30 pm
Cheviot room, Pleasance
The naturalist David Steven will
be given an illustrated talk- " Has
wildlife a future?" .
ECONOMICS SOCIETY
8pm
Meet Student Centre
An economic Pub Crawl to which
all members of Econ Soc are welcome - or you can join on the
night.
EU SURVIVAL INTtHNATIONAL
DHT Faculty Room South
6.30 pm
David Treece on the EEC and ·
Grande Carrayas Iron Ore project
in Amazonia. Videos are promised.
KLUB KASUMO
Potterow
8-1 am
Another Happy Hour with every
likelihood of a loud band
upstairs. But you' ll have to ch eck
out what they are at Potterrow,
ton ight.
DISCO
Teviot Row Union
8-2 am
No less t han four bars, two discos and lots and lots of people.
Dist inct possibi lity of a ba nd, as
w ell. Th e Happy Hou r: 9-10
to night.
DISCO
Ch ambe rs St. Un ion
8 pm
The Cellar Ba r Disco from 8
onwa rds.

SAT110CT
DISCO
Chambers St. Union
8pm
Disco with t he all-too-i mpgrtant
Happy Hour between 9 and 10 in
the Library Bar. " Possibly a band,
as well" ...
HAPPY HOUR
Teviot Row Uni on
8-9pm
Two bars open tonight - go
downstairs to jive it off betw ee n
8-1 2.

HAPPY HOUR
Teviot Row Union
8pm
Probably some jazz to glong with
the usual Sunday Happy Hour.

MON130CT
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY:
BALLET GROUP
Chambers St. Ballroom
7-8pm
Very relaxed, all budding beginners are assured. Rates are at
£1 .50 per class. Even less if you
pay our termly sub. now. Don't
be coy!

THE BLOCK BROTHERS
Preservation Hall
9 pm ; Free

BILLY JONES
Lord Darnley, West Port
9.30 pm; Free
Cabaret act of Teviot fame.
JAMIE LAREDO
Queen's Hall
7.45 pm ; from £3.00
Bizet, Saint Saens and Rowel.

The intro. evening to meet and
get to know the women . The first
week's
instalment
includes
badge-making and painting pictures of one another - volunteers included . .. .
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY:
Chambers St. Ballroom
8-9.30 pm
" Fancy be ing creative or even
created? " If you 're on for this,
everyone is welcome. A further
incentive: the membersh ip here
is free .
ENTERPRISE LAUNCH PARTY
Zenatec Disco, Fountainbridge
10pm-3am
·
Scotland's new national student
magazine celebrates its launch.
head along for their open party at
the Zenatec Disco. Teenage Dog
Orgy will be live, too. Tickets are
floating about ; otherwise get
them at the door (£1 ).

TUES 14 OCT
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY :
CONTEMPORARY CLASS
Chambers St. Ballroom
6.15-7.15pm
" Exercise an expression " is the
one-liner from the MOS on this
one - if this catches your imagination : up to the top floor in
Chambers St.
MODERN DANCE
Chambers St. Ballroom
7.30-8.30 Begi nners
8.30-9,30 Non-Beginners
Warm Up and Jazz Movements
with intrepid beginners (as ever)
w elcome to all classes. £1. 50 per
class with a disco unt if you pay
your term m embership tonight.

WED150CT
STUDENT CHRISTIAN
MOVEMENT
7.30pm
Chaplaincy Centre
The Rev. Bill McDonald from
Mayfield Church wi ll be talking
about the Bible.
MIDWEEK SERVICE
Chaplaincy Centre
1.10 pm
The first Midweek lunchtime w ith
Al ison Wagstaff talking on:
" Sarah - W ho Laughed at Creatio n."
GREEN BA NANA CLUB
Potterrow
8-1 am
The Altern ative Disco u nder the
Dome, with Happy Hour betw een
8.30 and 9.30

MON 13 OCT
UK SUBS
BARBEDWIRE
LETHAL DOSE
BAYONET BABIES
Jailhouse
8pm; £3
Punk resurrected at the Jailhouse
with some old, old favourites?

TWISTED NERVE
PLAGUE OF FOOLS
The Mission, Victoria St
9.30 pm ; £1 .50
More punk.

FRI 10 OCT
TUES 14 OCT

SCAG-MENTSWELL REPORT
W ilkie House
7~pm

BILLY JONES
Lord Darnley
9.30 pm; Free

THE WEATHER PROPHETS
Hoochie Cooch ie Club,
West Tollcross
If you like jangly guitars, interesting tunes and wistful singing, this
is for you. Great entertainment.
Club opens at 10 pm.
ZERO ZERO
Jailhouse
10.30 pm ; Free
Heavy metal - slick and professional.

NEW MODEL ARMY
Coasters
7.30pm ; £4
Punk with tattooed poet Joolz a
frequent guest.
LUCY CAROLAN
Reid Concert Hall, Bristo Square
1.10pm; Free
Music from Kuhnau, Byrd,
Sweelinck, J.S. Bach, Johann
Christoph Bach.

SAT110CTWED150CT
ZERO ZERO
Jail house
10.30 pm ; Free
More slick and professional HM.
BALD CORMORANT
Lord Darnley
9.30 pm ; Free
FLORA DANICA
Phone Queen's Hall (668 2117) for
details.

*

THE DAMNED
Playhouse Theatre
7.30pm; £5
Archaic punk from the group that
gave us 'New Rose' and other very
similar sounding records.
THE CHARGE
Lord Darnley
90.30 pm ; Free
BIG TOWN PLAYBOYS
Jailhouse
9.30 pm; Free

IFDILMHOU~~
PATRON : BELL'S SCOTCH WHISKY

88 LOTHIAN ROAD

Cinema 1
Until Sat 18 6.00 and 8.30 (not 6.00 Sundays)
Jean.Jacqu es Beineix '
BETTY BLUE (1 8)
'Erotic, neu rotic, emotionally stim ulating, hystericaliy funny and dangerously
obsessive. Betty Blue is a bri lli ant and w ounding masterpiece' - The Face
Cinema2
Thu 2-Sat 4 6.15 and 8.15
Bad manners and sexual obsession in M ike Newell 's

DANCE WITH A STRANGER (151
Miranda Richardson is bri lli ant as Ruth Ellis, the last woman to be hanged in
Britain for murder.
Cinema
Sun 5 at 5.00 and 8.00
German Cinema : Seven Decades, Seven Films
Lub itsch's THE OYSTER PRINCESS (PG) from 1919

+
Murn au's

THE lAST lAUGH (PG) from 1924

Cinema2
Mon 6-Wed 8 6.15 and 8.15
ERENDIRA (18)
A sta rtingly beau tiful girl begins a painfully evoked rights of passage, from
child prostitute to legendary object of desire.
50p matinees : ANOTHER COUNTRY (Fri 3) ; VIDEODROME (M on 6 and Tue 7) ;
SWEET DREAMS (Wed 8). All at 2.30. DANCE WITH A STRANGER Thu 2-Sat 4
Cinema 2) at 3 pm.

BOX OFFICE INFORMATION 228-2688
CONCESSIONS AVAILABLE cnn Cl 11 1 TIMC "T' 1nc ... -rc
(REMEMBER TO BRING OUR STUDENT CARD)

DRAMA

'Twas Bedlam I
HESS
Bedlam; 8th, 9th, 10th October

THE ZOO STORY
Bedlam ; 2nd and 4th October

REAL SCREAM
Bedlam; Freshers' Week

REPORT FOR AN
ACADEMY
Bedlam; 4th & 5th October
Rudolt Hes~. Hitler's deputy,
who is still a prisoner today , has
managed to escape from his
guards for a while and directly
addresses a British audience.
Angus MacFadyen puts on a German accent and acts out an 80minute
monologue
which
explores the characteristics of fascism. Hess reveals his youthful
experience ("I did~ ' t like studying
business. The next year I worked
in business.") typical of his generation, and his stubbornness which
still does not allow for regret. He
shows that strange split of consciousness so typical of the Nazis.
He loves his wife and children and
at the same time coolly approves
of the Holocaust. He advocates
the deportations and is struck with
horror when he sees photographs
from Auschwitz.
MacFadyen 's performance of
trembling , giggling, shouting
insanity is simply brilliant. It

Photo: Tony Seagrove
explores the why and whence of a
man who in the end is physically
unable to commit suicide; he is
basically a loser.
With this production the Bedlam prove they are entitled to
their name. The wisdom , sadly
enough, is only in the play, not in
Hess.
Joachim Eggers

This drama by Edward Albee is
set on a bench in Centra l Park
New York , on a Sunday after'.
noon. However, its two characters could easily be transported to
any time or place as it is not their
situation but their conversation sometimes disjointed , often

extremely perceptive - which
forms the substance of the play.
Jerry, who appears at first to be
one of New York's many dropouts, ini!iates the conversation,
mterruptmg Peter "1-have-anexecutive - position - in - a - publishing - house" in his habitual
Sunday afternoon read in the
park. Although at the beginning
of the conversation the audience
is intellectually scorning of Jerry
with his manic prattling, we soon
realise that he is in fact an intelligent, educated man with a perceptive , cynical philosophy of life and
it is Peter who , as a settled, content husband and father leaves the
scene a quivering , tearful wreck.
There is very little action between the players and the stage is

hare but for a bench. However,
our attention is held as James Wallace (J'eter) and Richard Metcalfe
(Jerry) create a grippmg atmosphere of suspense and impending
crisis. Richard Metcalfe in particular displays his talent as his
articulate,
pedantic, shrewd
ramblings portray the confused ,
panicking Jerry.
Ruth Lewis

ANTIGONE

Theatre Workshop have been involved in community
drama for twenty-one years. They celebrate their birthday this month. Andrew Sparrow spoke to Adrian Harris,
the director, about their work and beliefs.
Like any Arts organisation ,
Theatre Workshop makes great
claims for itself. "O ur aim is to use
the arts to enable people to find a
voice," says Adrian Harris in the
birt hday brochure. I asked him
what he meant by this.
"A lot of people are forgotten
and neglected by the system, generally people who do not have the
opportunity to make the system
work for them. " Working with
people lik e this , Adrian adm its
that the intention is partly just to
have fun.
But there is an educational purpose as weU . "Hopefully people
will participate in some kind of
creative activity here in thei r community and that wilt' actually give
them the confidence and the
strength to use their voice in other
areas of their lives, not necessarily
the arts but some thing else. "
People could acquire the same

Participating in Theatre Work~bop iloes not encourage people

to go to conventtonal theatres like
the Lyceum or the Traverse.

"In a city that plays host to almost every ~nceivable form of artistic
· I
endeavour, Theatre Workshop has developed into a
't b---.o
genume y
democratic c
.
ommum Y· aoao arts centre that fulfils a vital and
pr~1ve r~e !or ~he people of Edinburgh. Theatre Workshop is a
?m~ue orgamsah~n m Scotland and one of which Edinburgh can be
~=~'~:=:iber-.~~k Lazarowicz, Leader of Edinburgh District
confidence from playing in a football team. But drama has more to
offer. "It's challenging both to
people who participate and to
people who come and watch it.
It 's actually ab6ut trying to make
sense of the way we live our lives.
That is a function of good art whoever is doing it. " It is not a function of good football.
Theatre Workshop began 21
years ago when Catherine Robins

Netherbow; until I Ith October
The production is excellently
executed by a tight-knit ensemble
cast, using masks, dancing, live
sound and scented smoke to
recapture the spirit of Greek
Theatre . The individual energy
and emotion that is generated by
each character in turn serves
impressively to bring back to life
the power of the ageless clash between individual conscience and
the state.

arrived from London to set up a
drama centre from children. The
work developed and started to
involve older children and then
adults.
Performance projects like the
current show Heaven on Earth
form the backbone of the com'.
pany's work and typify community dr~ma. Thea.tre Workshop
advertise the project and invite
people to come to a public meeting. They can sign up for any particular area they are interested in.
"We try and keep the projectys
open-ended," says Adrian. " If
~eople express an interest in parllc1patmg, we will incorporate
them mto the production."

Adrian Harris goes himself but
does not feel that conventional
theatre is any more , or less worthwhile , than community theatre.
He does , though, feel that community art is underfunded. "For
example, we are getting £72 ,000
(from the Scottish Arts Council)
and somewhere like the Traverse
is getting over £200,000. I think
there is an imbalance here which I
find disturbing. "

"

Performed by
The
Collaborators this two-man production concerns the behaviour of a
captured ape as he slowly enters
a human society.
The opening was somewhat
informal, so relaxed in fact that
there was some confusion as to
whether the premier actor was
indeed acting or merely continuing his original job as a collector
on the door.
However he proved to be an
The delight of some of the important factor as he captured
imagery we were thrown , such as; my concentration quickly and
"Puss down the throat like Sal- expertly. The main character,
mon leaping, "sums up fairly well " Red Peter" (so called due to a
wound)
was
somehow the Real Scream we were gun
promised at the Bedlam went what nervous and easily distracted
at first , although praise must go to
down.
Unfortunately , the central bit his marvello us feat of line learning
of the play was occupied (uninten- since it was he who spoke for 15
minutes
uninterruptedly
tionally , I suspect) by the longest,
crudest and least funny joke I
His story begins with capture,
have ever heard. Such self- " a whole-hearted renunciation of
indulgence tended to mar what will," leading to a calm acknowcame before and what went after ledgement of "no way out" . He
Pity , because I enjoyed some of clearly defines an important difthe sketches: the lilting ballad, ference between freedom , a sub"get down on your knees ... and lime delusion , and a simple
give me a blow job please" which request for "mere movement"
started to warm the audience away from his confusing crate.
up(?); the very funny 'Mother Eventually, though , his openness
Sketch' - the girl who was desp- "bolted out" although we never
erate to be raped and believed allowed to forget his eternal
that; "men should be on top and annual connections, such as his
women should show their tits"; own personal chimp prostitute.
and the corpse that was paralytic
My impressions gained were as
with laughter.
bleak and harrowing as ever with
The midnight Horror, so I was Kafka , although now perhaps
told , is traditionally bad and most somewhat obvious and cliched,
of its appeal revolves around that since the text was so short as to do
fact. A successful formula might little to inspire new discussion and
read; zany, entertaining, hocum thought. After all , all the ape did ,
and drunk audience = hysterical as he said, was report.
laughter. To be fair, the audience
This sbould not be over-discusweren't nearly drunk enough but sed however as it was a delighteven hocum must be slickly done fully brief taste of what is to be at
to be entertaining and this , l'm least an interesting and innovative
afraid , wasn 't.
season at the Bedlam.
Tom Bradby
Rebecca Palmer

If you've never seen a Greek
play before or if the highlight of
property dealers. But, from here, your week focuses on the feverish
the play slides into fantasy and the · atmsophere of the weekly disco,
plot seems to lose direction then have a refreshing change and
altogether. George, humiliated bring some culture into your life.
by the collapse of his flats , builds a With home-made cakes and cafcellar for an arms dealer . This facino coffee to relax over aftergives the opportunity for worthy wards , the effects are a great deal
pacifist comment which has no less painful than those experirelation to the social realism that enced the morning after the night
preceded it. Undeterred , thewell- out bopping and boozing!
meaning George then goes to
The
Netherbow
Theatre,
work for the Crown Prince of
though small, is stylish and its conRolabia, who would have been at
fined space has been well used
home in one of the more ridiculgiving the audience an air of inti'.
ous episodes of "Dallas".
ma~y wit~ the actors , thus guaranteemg a hvely and keen reception.
George returns home to the
Britain of 1986 resolving to care
The effective usage of green,
for people not buildings, but by
peach and fire-red lights set the
now the cast have abandoned any
tone for the mood of each situa·
attempt at period detail. At the
lion, whilst the live music - con·
final party, they still dance to fifsisting of a flute , xylophone,
ties music.
drums and symbols - produced
Although the play lacks any
the desired effect of harmony and
sort of artistic cohesion, veering
of the ferocity of the gods.
recklessly from comic realism to
absurd fantasy (the Crown
Both actors and actresses were
Prince) and abstract symbolism
word and motion perfect save for
(dancers representing death), the
the rather humourously ' adapted
production is always imaginative
3
and the acting is occasionally 1 version of a Greek messenger~
broad Scot!
excelletn.
Kate Btankarl
Andrew Sparrow

George looks confused - so was the play
••••••••••••
HEAVEN ON EARTH
Theatre Workshop ; until 11th
October
Heaven on Earth begins strikingly. The seats have been taken
out of the theatre, leaving a large
actmg space where the audience
mingle with the cast. The productton excellently uses dance, music
and drama to create the atmosphere of a post-war party. But,
hke the post-war world which this
play explores, the production
does not live up to the hopes it
msp1res.
.1:he
hero
is
George
L1vmgstone, who plans to use his
architectural skills to improve the
quality of life for people. Using
the large acting space to best
effect, the cast shows how post":'ar prefabs are replaced by highi nse flats . A typical family is
sh1mted from one to another
~ntil the flat , like their hopes fo;
improvement, collapse t.o the
dust .
1:llis sect.ion of the play uses
~enod detatl well (a fifties hoover
finds 1 ~s way on stage) and focuses
attentton on the corruption of

ART Impressive!
tfc;HTING UP THE
LANDSCAPE: FRENCH
JMPRESSIONISM AND ITS

ORIGINS
National Gallery;
until 14th October
What
is
landscape
painting.. The depth of. the:
question .is clearly s?own '.n the
variety of works exh1b1ted m the
current exhibition at the National
Gallery - Lighting Up·the Landscape: French Impressionism and
its Origins. The inapt title
suggests a splendour of works
from the Impressionist painters Monet , Pissarro a nd Sisley. However they are o ut numbered by
many works of lesser landscape
artists of the 19th century, who,
the gallery claims, provoked the
Impressionists to create landscapes of mood in revolt to the
classical landscape accepted by
the academic salon.
The exhibition e mphasises
effectively the progress made in
landscape painting through the
course of the 19th century. On
entering, large classical landscape
paintings with superfl uous detail
are arranged under various
categories.
Early landscapes
appear montonously as mere
harsh and hard-t>dged representations of a setting in which a figure
has been placed. The exclusion of
landscape is dire in E. Bondin's
painting Pardon of Sainte-Annea-la-Paland, Gulf of Donarnez,
where the title itself is the only
suggestion of a landscape.
The idea, however, of a landscape being portrayed for its own
sake, is apparent in the section
The School of Barbizon , where
the artist V. N. Diaz de la Pena
shows a dramatic feeling for painting the mood of the landscape
rather than the view, in Stormy
Landscape. The forceful portrayal of mood in landscape can be
recognised again in the seascape
Shipping by Moonlight by Claude
Monet where light and bold texture can be recognised as a spontaneous excitement for this seascape.
Whether the artist truly found
himself before the landscape
armed with mat~rials, to captur~
the free and spontaneous reaction
to nature , is a matter of debate.
Detailed studies of landscapes
under the section The Sketch
arouse doubt as to whether the
artist was genuinely excited
enough by nature to produce a
direct study. The truth can
undoubtedly be recognised in the
sketch of E. Castelnau where
black pigment. has been abandoned and spontaneous brush
strokes reveal genuine canvas
beneath.
The concluding section Impressionism on ly begins to suggest
the power and impact of the landscape paintings from the Impress1omsts. Nature became the
primary importance in the painting, probably due to the impact of
landscape upon the artist when
painting before the subject.
Immediate rapport to nature is
recognisable in Kitchen Garden at
L'Hermitage, Pontoise by Pissarro where , thick brushstrokes
reveal vitality in response to the
subject.
Refreshingly
Impressionism
landscape e nds the exhibition,
Where it is heavily apparent that
classical landscape is truly dead,
and the mood of landscape has
been born.
Melanie Steel

CLASSICAL
Dreaming
Mendelssohn
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S
DREAM-MENDELSSOHN/SHAKESPEARE

Medea by Phil Duthie.

PHILIP DUTHIE

BALTIC TALES IN WOOD

369 Gallery; until 25th October
Talbot Rice; until 25th October
Philip Duthie was born in AberZig'frids Sapietis was born in
deen and studied at Gray's School Latvia (one of the three Baltic
of Art. His latest exhibition shows states) in 1924, and since 1967 has
his last 12 months of work.
taught in Scotland.
When you enter the exh ibition
As soon as you walk in , a spectacular array of colour envelops you are immediately struck by a
you , pulling your eyes in all direc- presence of something powerful
tions. Though at first the paintings and ancient. His works are influseem abstract almost to the point enced by the Baltic Forest culture ,
of confusion, after further its craft and
architecture .
scrutiny forms and figures appear Mythological themes dominate
bursting with energy from the his work and a vast range of
midst ofother larger more sombre. geometric symbolic designs are
forms . Through the painter's use lavished upon these wooded
of hot and cold colours, he creates forms. Sapietis is a master of
an even balance of form and col- wood; he knows just when to
our in the pictures. These bright shape and smooth it into curved
colours help to outline a strange and flowing forms as in Spring and
physical mass resembling a Autumn (1977) , when to use the
shrouded figure that recurs in sev- grain as descriptive contours, Bird
era! of the paintings.
On Its Eggs (1984) , and when to
His paintings in acrylics lacked amalgamate the rawness of bark
the life that he had given to his oil and splintered wood with soft
paintings but the other much polished shapes as in Images of
smaller oil paintings helped to Burrs (1982).
Not only do we see his work
finish off the collection well, more
than making up for the rather but that of his students as well ,
bland acrylics.
who are working in the gallery
Alison Brown
R. Carswell

BOOKS
BOOKS
BOOKS
Thousands and thousa nds and thousands of 1heM ltom
Scotland 's largest Bookshop .

TEXTBOOKS
PAPERBACKS
EVERY SORT OF BOOK
PLUS LARGE STATIONERY
AND R ECO RD DEPARTMENTS

---------....:.::....__
Queen's Hall ; Sat 5th October
The performance was unusual
in that it consisted of Mendelssohn 's Overture, opus 21 and
his Incidental Music, opus 61 , in
its entire form , accompanying a
specially edited text of Shakespeare's play. The incidental
music, which was expanded from
the more frequently played overture , has some very famous sections, such as the Wedding
March, but is not often played in
full since the play is really necessary for this.
The Overture was delicately
played, on the whole, with
enthusiasm in the appropriate
parts. The woodwinds were at
first a little ragged, especially in
their version of the fairies' theme
but the strings more than made up
for this, playing the fairies
enchantingly, and Bottom's "heehaws" were truly asinine.
The actors in fact were fewer in
number than the parts used ,
which meant some doubling up
took place. This Jed to one rather
curious anomaly: Quince commanded his unruly mechanicals
extremely well , but did not have
the same air of command when
playing Oberon, for which it
would seem far more necessary.

Erratum
Last week's Classical column
saw the advent of a new art form,
creation-by-bad-proofreading.
The more astute among you
have noticed arr unparalleled musical inventiveness. Not content

will

IS DELIGHTED TO ANNOUNCE A SEASON OF FILMS
Sun Oct 12: Laurence Olivier

Sun Oct19: Leonard Bernstein WEST SIDE STORY
SHAKESPEARE WAUAH

Sun Nov 2:

MACBET'H

Roman Polanski

Derek Jarman .

Sun Nov 16: Derek Jarman

and at 29 and 31 Bucdeuch Street
and at King's Building s

HENRYV

Sun Oct 26: Merchant-Ivory

Wed Nov 5: Akira Kurosawa

53 -59 SOUTH BRIDGE
EDINBURGH

with investing a new Liszt concerto, we scaled new heights in discovering a new composer, loosely
based on Oliver Knussen, Nothing
is sacred before the .exacting
demands of bad proofreading.
Icons become lions, flora Fiers
and latinate games lose their identity. And as for kitch as kitsh, at
least we can spell klutz.

filmsoc. ••

Sun Nov 9:

Ill! Jan1es Thin

Lysander was very Elizabethan in
his appearance, with earring ,
beard and long hair. Puck was the
most outstanding member of the
cast, somehow managing to convey the impression of white pancake make-up and a black PVC
catsuit while wearing a dinner jac·
ket. During his speeches the
music that Oberon made appear
mundane became exciting and
almost frightening. The mechani-:_.
cals were as hilarious as ever, with
the music adding to this, in particular the rollicking bassoon duet
m Act 3.
.
.
The orchestra exc.elled itself in
the .Inc1denta~ Music , the bra~s
section in particular showing their
worth. in the fanfares and the
Wedding March , which managed
to sound as though. it were bein.g
played for the first lime. The cholT
have, I hope , dispelled the myth
that young girls cannot sing properly, giving . us some magical
moments. which they , too '. obv1ously enioyed. ThelT smgmg 1s
ideal for fames '. pure and translucent. The soloists, m particular
th~. soprano'. entered into the
spmt of the thmg. The mezzo-soprano , in seekmg a compromise
between a play and an orchestral
work, hit upon opera , but the sop·
rnno became a solo mstrument
with the enthusiasm of an actor.
Katie Alcock

RAN
THE TEMPEST
ANGELIC CONVERSATION

ALL FILMS BEGIN AT 6.45pm IN THE
GEORGE SQUARE THEATRE

ijilms are free to members, and non-members can buy
guest tickets for £1.25 per film IN ADVANCE ONLY
from EUSA shops, the PGSU bar, and the KB Store

Shades of black .and blue
MONA LISA
Ode on
Dir: Neil Jordan
I doubt whether Bob Hoskins
will again equal the performance
that won him the richly deserved
Best Actor Award at Cannes.
Mona Lisa is a Hoskins tour de
force, and a delightful one at that.
The character of George was
apparently tailor written for him ,
in unguarded recognition that
George is the core and consciousness of the film, around which the
tale unfolds. Hoskins honours this
privilege with a marvellous display of the naivety, humour,
aggression and tenderness that is
George.
At one point in Mona Lisa he is
told " Life keeps on happening.
We can't control it. We can only
swim in it." This is a central theme
in the film - George 's attempt at
control almost leads to a drowning. Having taken the rap for his
underworld boss Mortwell (a classic portrait of the ruthless, sleazy
and exploitive by Michael Caine)
he emerges from a seven-year
prison sentence, and finds a job in
Mortwell's vice racket chauffeuring the beautiful Simone, a highclass coloured call-girl. The complete polarisation of age, character , colour and background makes
for an explosive incompatibility,.
This gradually dissolves as
George begins to realise just how
vulnerable the seemingly haughty
·Simone is, while ~he glimpses an
essential goodness and emotional
honesty beneath his seemingly
coarse exterior. The development
of George's love for a woman he
initially labels a ·'tall thin black
tart " is brought through with a
degree of subtlety, sensitivity and
humour that makes it a joy to
watch.
The problems begin when his
frustrated love pulls him into a
search for Simone's lost friend ,
who he discovers stuck within the
vicious circle of Mortwell's, his
own boss's prostitution racket.
Her rescue by George and the
ensuing events reveal three
characters trapped by a variety of
connicting and personal motivetion , and within an environment
allowing free reign to forces rep1.esented by Mort well and his henchmen . The outcome is unexpected, feverishly intense , and
ultimately tragic.

The film stands, then , as an
emotional or conventional thriller. But it is also a lot more.
George's search in the Soho
underworld is a descent into the
extremes of depravation and sordidness , captured by director Neil
Jordan with stylised sequences of
King's Cross streets at night - a
twilight zone of hookers whose

.'

BETTY BLUE
Film house
Dir: Jean-Jacques Beineix
Betty Blue should be a great
film. It's the stpry of a rather
fragile young girl , Betty, who
shacks up (literally) with an easygoing plumber novelist, Zorg, m
the latter's beachhouse. Their
passion for each other is extraordinary , and for a while they have a
chance of an idyllic life on the
beach, aimless but happy.
In a sense though, they are
doomed as soon as Betty (Beatrice Daile) discovers his novel ,
which completely obsesses her m
her attempts to get it published.
They move on to Paris and publishers, and friends Celine and
Eddy.

Worst of all though are the
smart one-liners, the overt refer.
ences to other films, and the siUy
caricatures, such as the grocer
who plays the trumpet to his
goldfish . All of this detracts frorn
the tragedy of the story , rather
than complementing it: Betty and
Zorg giggle at the deathbed of
Eddy's mother ; Beineix ca n't take
his film seriously eithe r .

I came out angry th at Betty had
spent so long going crazy without
getting any help - style comes
before the characters in this fi lm.
It is very sma rt, breathtaki ngly
sexual, fawny and even tragic, but
most of all it is a waste of the
actors' obvious talents and the
director's potential.
Rory Banyard
Virginia Rone

Eddy gives them jobs in his pizzeria , but things don't work out
and Betty becomes more erratic
and violent as the letters of rejection mount up. When Eddy's
mother dies , leaving a piano store
to run in a small rural town , it provides the perfect escape , at least
for Zorg (Jean-Hughes Anglade ,
the skater from Subway) . For a
while they are happy , but then the
trauma of a mistaken pregnancy
drags Betty inevitably towards
insanity.

drug addiction forces a diet of ice
cream, and their psychopathic SWEET LIBERTY
pimps, plying between the purring Dominion
cars of their customers. Mona Dir: Alan Alda
Lisa is too subtle to be a simple
expose. Like the motifofthe twoIf we've seen too many crassly
way mirror used in the film it takes
a one-way look at the mechanics commercial films emerging from
and psychology of sexual exploita- America in recent times , then
tion. The people on the other side Sweet Liberty makes a refreshing
change. It bears the typical Alda
can't get out , let alone see out.
stamp in its intelligent and accuGeorge's morality is isolated
The film is as gory and violent
rate scripting although whatever
against this background. He disthe plot or situation of his films, as it is overtly sexual , and there
covers Simone's friend meeting
Alan Alda seems comfortable are the makings of a classic tragic
her pimp in an almost deserted
playing yet another role suspi- drama here , but the director ,
church, perfect for such an occaciously akin to his own personal- Jean-Jacques Beineix, throws it
sion since it is "the only place
all away .
ity. Sweet 1:-_ib.V~ is no e~eeption.
where nobody goes" . The film
His previous films were Diva ,
Here he's a university professor
seems to be pointing simultaneFREE TICKETS!
ously to the depth and causes of caught up in the pretensions of the which everybody loved , and Th e
showbiz
world
..
.
top
box-office
Moon
In
The
Gutter,
which
every15
pairs
of Mona Lisa tickets are
the corruption it portrays. Yet
although the notion of goodness film stars descend on his small body hated , and Betty Blue unfor- still to be won in our caption com·
triumphing over evil is destroyed , hometown of Sayesville to make a tun ately has much in common petition, photo on the bottom left.
it is not completely defeated. - picture based on his carefully with both; apartments are laid out
Devastatingly witty contribu·
Mona Lisa celebrates a resilience researched account of the Ameri- in beautiful , bare , junky syle , cult
lions into the Student Offices b)
cars (a canary yellow Mercedes)
of friendship in the relationship can Revolution.
lunchtime on Monday. Names and
There follows a lengthy wrangle make their appearance; simple
between George and Thomas
uddresses too, please.
(Robbie Coltrane) , an offbeat between Alda, alias Michael but stunning clothes are worn
character who lives in a caravan Burgess, and the director about throughout .
and repairs cars mbetween selling whether an historical event such
plastic spaghetti and writing as this should be material for the
detective novels, while the grow- planned slapstick adolescent
ing closeness between George and blockbuster.
the teenage daughter his ex-wife
Indeed, conflicts abound within
NOW SHOWING
refuses him to see , hints at
potentials removed from the the film, Michael contriving to
ODEON1
A powerful and touching thriller with superb performances by
difficulties of sexuality, whether preserve both his relationships
BOB HOSKINS, MICHAEL CAINE, CATHY TYSON
represented by Soho or George's with his literary girlfriend and his
eccentric mother. In the course of
relationship with Simone.
MONA LISA (18)
his endeavour to see justice done
Separate programmes at 2.15, 6.00, 8.30.
by his academic masterpiece, the
Sunday 6.00, 8.30.
professor falls into the arms of the
leading female film star - at a
later stage his lover finds solace in
ODEON2
Elliot (Michael Caine) , the leadThis sci-fi chiller will grip you in such a frenzy of fear-you'll be
ing male film star.
too frightened to scream.
The dialogue is often witty ,
ALIENS (18)
sometimes hilarious, but if the
Separate programmes at 2.00 (exc. Sun), 5.00, 8.00.
humour is gentle, then so too is ·
ALIENS at 2.20 (exc. Sun), 5.20, 8.20.
the pace. Alda, as writer, takes
time to explore the absurdities of
on-set politics in Michael's
ODEON3
relationship with the gullible.
starry-eyed scriptwriter, fine!}
KARATE KID 2 (PG)
portrayed by Bob Hoskins.
4.10, 8.45
Equally impressiv~ is Michael
KARATE KID (PG)
Caine's performance as the ageing, slightly tarnished sex symbol.
1.45 (exc. Sun), 6.15
This is not a perfect film. While
it is charming, well made and
STUDENTS-All Seats £1 50 except Friday/Saturday Evening
entirely watchable , Sweet Liberty
meanders, and its movement is
EVERY SATURDAY AT 11.30 PM
The World's Funniest Hypnotist
As the three walk off together cluttered by the complications of
at the end , one feels one has plot. However , if you're an Alda
ROBERT HALPERN
almost witnessed a parable about fan, it is to be recommended for
its undeniable sense of fun and telAll seats £2.50. Late Bar.
good, evil , violence, human folly
and Mona Lisa-like ambiguity of ling observations. Just beware the
START
LOOKING FORWARD TO
intention, and it is one infinitely (sometimes) dragging pace and
ro;i 17th October Walt Disney's CINDERELLA (U). From 31st October o.AY~
predictability.
more enthralling than the farDEAD (18). From 7th November Danny De Vito, Bette Midler RUTHI.£
fetched plots of Thomas's novels.
OPlE (18). From 21st November John Carpenter's BIG TROUBLE IN iJf1tl
Byrony Sergeant
HINA (PG). From 2nd December David Bowie's LABYRINTH (PG).
Matthew Calling
Monica Coull
l11li§i1liiifJl1Jj1ill:J;t·1;£@ef1i§f1!:l§;;i:!1 :a.1~1ijii
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Cutting the Crap~
.Two weeks after the ne.w ~cotti~h monthly CUT hit the shops, Suzanne Doran assesses
its impact and future with its editor, ex-Student writer Neil Dalgleish and publisher Bill
Sinclair.
You must have seen the posters
round town if you haven't actu: 11y read it yet - "CUT - THE
scoTTISH MUSIC PRESS" . It
may have crossed yo~r mind t~ a t
the subtitle seems a httle ambitious for a totally new publicatio n.
But Cut editor Neil Dalgleish a nd
publisher Bill Sinclair have no
fea rs that theirs is a rash claim.
Both are only too aware of the
criminal dearth of good Scottish
publications at present ,.especi a ~l y
those aimed at young, infl uential
readers. Neil has long been nursing the notion of launching a
music newspaper dealing more or
less exclusively with the new Scottish scene, and the oppo rtunity of
doing so presented itself in the
form of Bill's publishing company, IDEAS Ltd. (Independent
Design and Editorial Associates).
The story of how Cut has
evolved over the last eighteen
months is an inspiration al one . It
actually begins before the n , when
Neil's lifelong love of music led to
his being music editor of this very
newspaper. He still has the highest regard for Student as a vehicle
for getting involved in journalism:
"Student is a great thing, a brilliant paper. l really believe that if
I hadn't started working the re,
there's no way I'd be doing this
now. And I can't think of anothe r
job I'd rather have ." However, he
was disillusioned by student life
and the university establishment
as a whole: "I thought so much of
going to Edinburgh University,
and it was just a complete load of
shit. " What he considered most
important about third-level education, e.g. getting experience
through Student, was thought by
his peers to be on the periphery of
student concerns, and therefore
looked down on .

cepts that need to be communicated. " Bill is a man totally committed to all aspects of the business of communication , and the
buzzwords that pepper his conversation are "innovation", "enterprise", "de te rmination " and "dedication" . .

"Getting this thing out
nearly killed me ...."
Neil is not a person who needs
to be told how to work , and during
the fre nzied effort to get Cut on
the shelves on time , no one was
counting the hours. "Getting this
thing out nearly killed me ," he
says calmly . "Mv social life disap·
peared and I ended up in hospital ,
e xhausted. My body decided it
had had enough , so it stopped. "
He smiles. " But I wouldn 't change
what I'm doing for the world ."

more than just us now - the
reader who pays his fifty pence·
has the right to express his opinion. It's always fascinated me how
people out there can become part
of the communication exercise. "
There was nothing like Cut on
offer in Scotland until now , and
Neil and Bill's conviction that the
market is there for it is being vindicated daily by feedback to the
Cut offices. For example, advertising agencies were unusually
keen to subscribe to the publication from the outset, because they
realise that the money young
people spend is very influential on
the publishing ecomony. More
essentially, Neil is getting inundated with requests from people
eager to _write for him.

"Wanky pretentiousness."
Neil graduated from Edinburgh
University with a General Degree
in Social Sciences in 1984 and
spent the following year as Secretary of EUSA. Towards the end of
his sabbatical , panic over future
job prospects brought him to the
door of IDEAS Ltd. in answer to
an advert for a paste-up artist.
The first thing Bill Sinclair did
when he met Neil was to refuse
him the post. " It was too limiting
for Neil. He needed to explore the
skills he had already developed. "
So Neil told Bill that what he
really wanted to do was produce a
Scottish music monthly (" foolish
of me - I should have convinced
him that my life's vocation was to
be a paste-up artist") and by doing
some freelance work, Neil kept in
touch with IDEAS over the next
year.

During that time , ~ertain elements came together to convince
Bill of the commercial viability of
an enterprise like Cut. Firstly,
after spending three years building up the publishing expertise
and income of IDEAS by producing contract poublications like the
Stylecard-users magazine , Bill
was presented with the appealing
prospect of launching a title of the
company's own . Bigger publishing houses can afford to gamble by
backing several publications and
presuming on the actual success of
only one or two, but a small company like IDEAS had to be fairly
sure of a space in the market for
their new product. Coupled with
Neil's badgering enthusiasm, and·
the energy and commitment Bill
Neil cuts loose.
witnessed via outlets for Scottish
music like the BBC Scotland
"All everyone else did was go to programme FSD, he decided that
lectures and chat about how the time was right for Cut.
d'.unk they'd got that weekend."
Bill shares some of Neil's views
"In a business like this , it's
about the failings of the education
system. He is weary of graduates , often pure stamina and determimost of whom seem unable to nation that makes an idea happen
grasp the concept of a nine-to-five - and that's the best kind of pubWorking day . "They don't know lication. Now that Cut is on the
how to work, how to apply them- shelves, it will have- a life and
selves. I'm not really interested in momentum of its own. Until we
pe~ple who can only do one thing, get a response to it, we have to
their college degree subject or keep pushing or it'll roll backWhatever. When I interview wards . Once we get that response,
people, I'm not concerned with then the publication is an organic
them as 'words-people' or 'pic- thing, it grows, you have a
ture-people', but with ideas, con- dialogue with your readers. It's

"It's great ," he says. " Most of
the people we have writing for us
aren't 'music writers' as such, and
therefore we've managed to avoid
the kind of wanky pretentiousness
you find in other music papers. I
hate writing that tries to be clever
for the sake of it - it's appalling
when you read an article and only
discover after a thousand words
what the first six hundred were
about. " And , as often happens,
he has suffered the slings and
arrows of jelaousy from certain

Neil and Bill - the cutting crew.

Photos Michael Longstaffe

rival to the English music papers
like Sounds and the NME. They
are weeklies, Cut's monthly. But
because those papers can't do justice to aspiring Scottish bands, it is
definitely an essential supplement
to readers who consider themselves fans of Scottish music, or
even to those who like to see some
decentralisation of the music
industry from London northwards. It certainly is a very heal-

thy and much needed addition to
both the present music and publishing scenes in Scotland. Says
Neil, "There is no other centre of
communication for the music
industry in Scotland." The acid
test for Cut in the future is
whether people will regard it as
such. Current reactions, such as
that phonecall from Thurso.
would seem to bear testament to
its success.

~~~
parties who perhaps realise tt. 1t
he's got in there first and is onto a
winner. "Some guy in a Glasgow
music shop said I was a pretentious little wanker, " says Neil,
incredulously. "He's never even
met me! " But most of w)lat he
hears is good . Bill, a newcomer to
the dealing of the music biz, has
been surprised by several
phonecalls recently enquiring
about the details of concerts and
venues.
"There was this guy on the
phone from Thurso expecting me
to know the number of the call
box in the Assembly Rooms and
asking directions to some gig
there! It's ridiculous that he
should expect me to know these
things, but it shows you how Cut is
now more than us. It's gone
beyond that. The chap in Thurso
paid his fifty pence and related so
directly to what he read that he
assumed we could give him all the
answers."
Cut isn't setting itself up as a

.
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Food for thought
The emotive topic of food has been the subject of much discussi~n, argument and ~eneral
gnashing of teeth at KB recently. Changes have now been made, discussed here by Director
Furweger.
For the past two years at least.
the subject of catering at tht
King's Buildings Union has beer.
under discussion both with the
University Catering Service anc
to a smaller extent the Science
Students' Council. The matter
should now have been solved
forever with the opening on Monday of the new food service .
The first thing that must be
to
all
parties
e mphasised
interested in the improveme nts i!
that it only concerns the catering
in the Union and has nothing at all
to do with the KB Centre Refec·
tory which is still under the direc·
tion of the UCS.
Throughout the summer , the
kitchens underwent a major and
much needed facelift along with
the fitting of new equipment vital
for the efficient running of a service designed to break even while
providing a full meal service at
student prices.

During this intermediate period tion bar was taken over to serve as
(as the Union is open all year · a temporary snack service se!!!_ng

led rolls (made individually to
order) and various hot and cold
drinks. With the alterations to the
old coffee bar, this snack service
will still be available from the
morning to provide the bacon
rolls for late risers , throughout the
day until 6.30 in the evening
therefore keeping queues separate for those who need a small
bite to eat , and the others who
need a main meal.
The main meal service in the
Dining Hall unlocks its shutters at

"Anywhere that sells coffee as
good as that stands chance of
success."

Photo: Callum Mac/lei/an
Mrs Howells: pleased at the prospect of good food.
round for the benefit ot s!att and a variety of salads, pizzas, pies ,
postgraduate students), the func- other microwaved hot snacks, fil-

12 noon , although due to a slight
hitch on the part of the suppliers,
i.e. no chicken arrived until IO
am , this was delayed for 20
minutes on the opening day . The
meals provided will be as carefully
planned as possible by Mrs Sheila
Howells , the Catering Manageress employed by the Union ,
3nd the House Committee, to
cater for all tastes including vegetarians. It has also been

suggested that as the Union has a
licence for the whole building a
selection of table wines may be
available for the discerning
palate. Any suggesttons concern.
ing the menu or anything else
should be submitted to the com.
mittee , preferably in writing,
whereupon it will be passed o n to
the staff or dealt with internally.
The next thing on the agenda is
the improvement of th e seating
arrangements. The plasti c seats
are not a permanent feature and
will soon be replaced by more
comfortable chairs .
However, the only way to pass
judgement on something , espe.
cially on a subject as sensitive as
King's Buildings on campus food,
is to make the effort a nd try it for
yourself. H you want my opinion,
anywhere that sells coffee as good
as that stands a good chance of
success. When coupled with prob.
ably the best value food in the
University I cannot see how ic can
possibly fail.

Late nights and low-life
1 woke. It was morning and the
rays of light cut through the office
blinds and straight through my
head. I had the worst headache in
recorded history. What had I
done last night - where, to whom
(or what) and how many tries?
Reality started to bite hard and
I began to remember the whole
sordid ordeal. Unfortunately at
the same time as I tried to-pull on
my shoes I forgot that I had
thrown up in them.
It had all started with that
strange phone call. Not that that
was anything special since strange
phone calls were an everyday
occurrence in my line of business .
There was something different
about this one though . The
urgency in her voice, the smell of
her aftershave, the sound of live
Pekinese being skin ned in the
hackgreund . 1 knew 1 couldn't
handle this one on my own so I
phoned Al, my long time buddy
and associate. He suggested we
meet somewhere near the office.
How about the Western Bar? I
wasn't familiar with it but I trusted
his impeccable ta te in high class
JOints .
I met him staggering up from
the Grassmarket and he pointed
out the Western. We entered but
it was pitch black. Our eyes started
to adjust to the gloom and by the
time we had reached the bar we
could just about see the rest of the
clientele. Jesus! What a nightmare. We were completely surrounded by Hell's Angels and
members of society that made
Jack Nicholson look like a choirbo .

It was too late to make a run for
it so we just had to order drinks.
I wiped the blood off a couple of
bar stools and we sat down.

ladder at the side before they
could do their stuff. Unfortu·
nately the old punters in the bar
fancied doing THEIR stuff a nd
attempted to climb up too. Some·
times it would take the bar staff a
couple of minutes to spot the
ascending geriatric a nd they
would have to leap over the bar to
go and pull them down.
Which brings me back to the
present. What was I talking
about, I've forgotten. I can't even
remember my own name . Whal
does the label o n my shirt say . ..

FOREWORD
All the characters in this story are real. Only the events have
been slightly changed to protect the guilty parties.

Superman III came on the video.
What better way to spend a Saturday afternoon I thought. However the next film was a little
strange - heavily dubbed and
involving a coach load of Scandinavians. I breathed a sigh of
relief when it finished a nd the next
event for o ur entertamment was
not another of these films.
Christ, she was enormous and
the wrong side of 50 but she knew
how to handle a whip and babv
oil. It was just unfortunate that
her clothes didn 't fit and kept falling off as she danced. As if that
wasn't bad enough an old guy
came tottering in selling the Final
and Sports News. He sold a few
a nd sta rted to struggle towards
the door, oblivious to the spectacle in progress. That proved to be
his biggest and possibly last mistake since before he had gone two
more steps a whip cracked around
his neck and he was dragged backwards towards the stage (she was a
BIG woman) . Totally confused,
he thought his time had come. It
was time as far as we were concerned to get out ali ve.
We headed for the docks. It was
the obvious follow on to the Western but I began to have my doubts
when I asked a local for directions
to the Tower Bar. He looked as if
I'd just asked where Dr. Frankenstein 's castle was , pointed a
trembling finger and ran away. I
don 't know what he was concerned about because there were
no semi-naked , gryrating pensioners in the Tower. However
there were a lot of ageing wome~

with trowel applied make-uµ and
enormous tight jeans. All the men
seemed to be twenty years
younger. Everyone was drunk ,
drugged and had tattoos.

To get up to it they had to climb a

late

Marlow

night

They danced slowly to the 60's
ballads and C. and W. records on
the juke-box. The women were

''She was enormous and the
wrong side of SO, but she knew
how to handle a whip and baby
oil ...•"
kissing all the younger men
including the party of lost Gur'.
khas that had just walked in, and
one started sideling up to me as I
tned to read my paper. I knew I
wasn't going to discover anything
I couldn't cure with a course of
Pennicilin and hot footed it again .
. T. Nobles Bar. A wonderful
establishment as it turned out.
The adverts on the toilet walls
explaining various acts and giving
the phone numbers surprised
even my hardened self. As we
waited for the last bus home one
of the "exotic dancers " cam'e up
and started telling us about buses
and timetables. It was not educational.
Having checked out the docks
Rose ~t. seemed like a good idea.'
Paddy s Pets seemed like a good
idea too, after all we both liked
animals. However, these animals
were "displayed " on a mirrored
stage about 10 feet off the ground.

friday
11. lSpm

10th octobet'
ode on

all films are free to members
and non-members can buy guest
tickets at £1. 25 per show, IN
ADVANCE ONLY from EUSA shops,
PGSU bar and the KB General Store
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KO'd by Kelso
Edinburgh University 2
Edinburgh
University's
soccer team suffered deCeat at
the hands of a competent
Kelso team in the opening
game of the season at Peffermill on Saturday. The belated
summer sunshine did nothing
to spur on the two teams during the first half, but the succeeding 45 minutes brought
more commitment, skill and a
glut of goals.

Kelso 4

impressive Sandy Renton. I hasten to add that Hastings could not
be blamed for failing to save, or
even to see this power-drive!
Immediately afterwards, Douglas
had a goal disallowed for offside,
but within a minute his anger was
chastened by his scoring of the
third Kelso goal , due to his own
full-blooded determination in the
Edinburgh six-yard box.

credit must be given to a neversay-die Edinburgh team , and
Smith almost scored another gem
in the dying minutes of this twohalved , topsy-turvy game. Un
the day, Edinburgh lost to a more
experienced and well-organ!sed
team , but they should be inspired
by their ability to come back from
the dead during the last half-hour
of the game. Either way , both
teams played host to a feast _of
entertainment at Pefferm1ll ,
which as Jimmy Hill says, is what
the game of soccer is all about.
Carl Marston

------------i

Such ca lamities prompted one
spectator to utter the dreaded
words "absolute farce!" - but he
Indeed. if ever a game could be was left to eat his own callous
· described as being a match of two words as Edinburgh staged a spihalves. then it was this game. The rited comeback . This change of
first half was a hectic and ungainly fortunes was induced by an
affair , with both teams lacking in ingenious double substitution, for
penetration and ideas. Yet the such an act accounted for the welhalftime oranges must have been come appearance of a fresh and
laced with a potent and rather ready-to-go Steve Smith. But it
effective stimulant, because was the hard-working Milne
within eight minutes of the Gavan who checked the Kelso
restart. a goalless scoreline had avalanche with a successful closebeen transformed into a three- range effort, to pull a goal back
goal deficit for Edinburgh.
for Edinburgh.
The Edinburgh team , which
This naturally fed hope into the
had dominated the latter part of
Edinburgh hearts , and 'Steve
the first half, thanks to some
Smith duly obliged with a curling
strong running from Milne Gavan
m the front hne . were stunned by shot that even Glen Hodd le would
three counter-blows in the 47th, have been proud to produce. It
50th and 53rd minutes. Perhaps was a 30-yard banana shot in the
this series of disasters was due to 67th minute that soared gracefully
the novelty of playing directly into past the despairing dive of Kelso's
the low-lying sun? A more likely portly goalkeeper. Thus , 1t was
cause would be the shaky Edin- now 2-3.
burgh defence, and a GrobbelearBut this was where the party
like goalkeeping error which ended for the home team . It was
initiated a flood of piercing Kelso left to man-of-the-match Sandy
attacks.
Renton to score his second and
Kelso's fourth goal in the 73rd
Kelso struck again with a gloriminute with a firm header. Yet all
ous 30-yard blockbuster from an

Midget

Student's new look accommodation listings have been compiled in
co-operation with the Student Accommodation Service (SAS) and the
Students' Association. For entries with reference numbers, further
details are available at the SAS, 30 Buccleuch Place. Accommodation
wanted and available, and other small ads are printed free. To place
ads. call round to the Student office at 48 Pleasance (first floor) or drop
them in the S111dent boxes in the Mandela Centre Union Shop, DHT
Basement or Teviot Foyer. Ads must be deposited by Monday lunchtime of the week of publication .

sancc. Postgrad or mature student. £75

per month . Ref. No. 672.
Female for single room . third year student
preferred. Free but share bills. Yeaman
Place. Ref. No. 7IOA.
Female for single room, Sciennes House
Place. Postgrad preferred. £100 per
month. Ref. No. 712.
Male or f...,... for single room. E.
Claremont St. £100 per month. Ref. No.
717.
Male or f...,... for single room. St Vincent
St. £67.50 per month . Ref. No. 719.
Two males or females for single rooms.
Sth Clerk St. £ll5.00 per month. Ref. No.
754.
Three nuales for one single. one shared

room . West End. £120 single. £104 double. Ref. No. 756.
Four ~ for two single and one shared
room. 3rd or 4th year preferred. Forrest
Rd. £110 per month . Ref. No. 761.
Male or f...,... for single room . Viewforth. Third year+ preferred. £80-£90 per
month. negotiable. Ref. No. 767.
F...,... for single room, non-smoker.
Blacket Avenue. £85 per month. Ref. No.
770.
Male or f...,... for single room,
Grassmarket. £90 per month. REef. No.
775.
Female for single room. Pleasance. £80.20
P.,r month . Ref. No. 780.
F...,... for single room, Clarendon Crescent. Second year and above. £20 per
week. Ref. No. 781.

This summer's sporting
calendar has been almost as
hectic and varied as this
summer's weather. But . the
coming of October heralds a
decline in sporting activity
nationwide.

enjoyment. But the University
Cricket Club has conquered these
conpitions
by
uncongenial
establishing
their
Thursday
eve ning indoor nets sessions in the
Sports Centre, thus solving the
teeth-cha ttering problems, and
providing
the
much-needed
practice for an intensive fixture
list during the short summer term
for 1st and 2nd Xis.

Forget Lords . . . forget
Monte rey ... forget Wimbl edon
The dust has finally settled on a .. . forget St Andrews .. . forget
battered and worn England Las Vegas
welcome
cricket team, left to question their Peffermill ! October seems such a
On Saturday 5th October ability to win another Test match passionless month , a watershed in
the new clubhouse at Peffer- this decade ; the high life of sporting circles,
but
for
Mexico has lost its bubble, with Edi nbu rgh University it signifies
mill was officially opened. Scotland
still kicking themselves the reawakening of 49 clubs,
For the Womens Hockey over their failure to score a goal
suitably refreshed after a sleepy
Club the occasion was against
an
under-manned summer in the shade. Even the
marked, (marr~ would be.a Uruguayan team , and England cricket and ahtletics clubs,
more appropriate word m cursing the name of " Maradona" ; associated primarily with summer
some cases!), by a match the giants on the athletics circuit sunshine, recharge their batteries
reflect on the me mories of a
against a graduates team.
during the winter months , to be
successful
Commonwealth
The University. despite having Games in our own beloved assured of working on full power
the advantage of having played Edinburgh,. while they plan their when the summer term fin ally
together for the past year , were heavy training schedules for the arrives.
the definite underdogs , playing a months ahead; the looming winter
So while the rest of the nation
team containing many stars. The scares away the world's golfing
game, however, turned out to be and tennis stars to summer climes; lie dormant this October, fond ly
quite closely contested . This fact and Messrs Bruno and McGuigan recalling the highlights of a
was not reflected in the score, 4-0 nurse their battered and bruised steamy summer of sport, and
to the Graduates. The main reputations. So what's left? perhaps stirring out of well-wo rn ,
cosy armchairs to waddle along to
reason for this was a hat-trick by Answer ... University sport.
the occasional football game or
Alaine Meakin , the only midget in
rugby match, it will be all go .. . go
Scotland to lift a hockey stick.
Obviously , standing at first slip . . . go in Edinburgh. " Let
All in all it was a very enjoyable for countless hours in sub-zero sleeping dogs lie" , but University
occasion. Hopefully this sort of temperatures, and batting on a spo rt never will!
thing will become an annual snow-covered pitch with icicles
Carl Marston
event. Thanks to all involved.
hanging on one's bat, is not the
Janel of Orange reci pe for much fun and

STUDENT INFORMATION SERVICE

Two single """'"' for non-smoking males
or females. Dundas St. £120 approx per
month. Rd. No. 636.
One or two~ or females for single and
shared rooms. Millar Crescent. £80
single. £90 double. Ref. No. 644.
Male or female for single room. Plca-

Summer ha~
gone. • . but cricket
lives on

Female for single room , Leven Terrace.
£21.00perweek. Ref. No. 782.
Single!"""' for male or female in two-person flat . Royal Mile. Non-smoker. Rent
negotiable. Contact Andrea. 225 4052.
Two females for double room , 10 Oaremont Crescent. £25 per week each. 556
1929.
Two females to share room. Pilrig Place.
£100 per month. including bills. Ref. No.
632.
Two or four males or females for two
shared rooms. Bruntsfield. £l!5 per
month. Ref. No. 634.
Two males or females for shared rooms,
Dublin St. Third or fourth year students
preferred. £20 per week. Ref. No. 639.
Two males or females for shared room.
Comely Bank Rd. £75.00 per month. Ref.
No. 657.
Two ~ or females for shared rooms,
Marchmont. Ref. No. 662.
Two females or coupie for shared room
and study room, Jeffrey St. £73 per
month. Ref. No. 671.
Two ~ or females for shared room ,
Viewforth. £90 per month. Ref. No. 673.
Twofemalesforsharedroom , West Nicolson St. £18.50 per week. Ref. No. 675.
Two females for shared room . London
Rd. £88 per month . Ref. No. 676.
Female for shared room, Bruntsfield Pl.
£68 per month . Ref. No. 679.
Two ~ or females for shared room
Buccleuch Pl. £100 per month . Ref. No:
681.
Male for single room, Abbeyhill . ffil per
month. Ref. No. 684.
Two males or females for shared room ,
Warrender Park Rd. No first years. £90
per month . Ref. No. 685.
Male for single room, Davie St. £66.50 per
month. Ref. No. 686.

STU£>ENT

HOW TO GET IN TOUCH AND INVOLVED

Student's editorial offices are o n the first floor of 48 Pleasance. Ou r
phone numbers are 5581117/8 and 6671011extension4496. Editorial
meetings are held in the offices every Friday at I pm. To get in touch
with Student , to in order to drop in ads , information, etc., or to get
involved yourself, come along to section meetings or drop into the
689.
offices and leave a message·. You can also use the Student boxes,
Male for shared room, Marchmont. £80 situated in Potterrow Shop, Teviot Lobby or DHT Basement. The folper month. Ref. No. 691.
lowing comprise section editors (in bold type), layout staff, and each
Female for shared room, Blacket Rd . £80 section's weekly meeting:
per month. Ref. No. 692.
F...,...forsharedroom, TheGrange.£86 EDITOR
Peter Carroll MUSIC
Suzanne Doran
per month. Ref. No. 703.
Dalton (Weds. J pm)
Paul Hutton
Four ~ or females for two shared ASST. EDITORAlastair
1
Devin
Scobie
NEWS
Jane Humphries
rooms, Hope Park Crescent. £20 "!fer
(Thursdays 1 pm) Jacqui Brown FEATURES
week . Ref. No. 706. ·
lshbel Matheson
F...,... for shared room, Blacket Avenue.
Gary Duncan (Weds. I pm)
Keith Cameron
Second year and ~bove preferred . £80.50
Prue Jeffreys SPORT
Carl Marston
per month. Ref. No. 708.
Linda Davies. (Fridays I pm)
Two males for shared room,
Andrew Sparrow MANAGER
Colin Hancock
Causewayside. £100 per month . Ref. No. ARTS
(this week only:
(Sellers/Advertising/
700.
Female for shared room in newly reno- Fridays I pm)
Subscriptions)
vated flat , Old Town. First year prefer- FILM
Manda Jeffery PHOTOGRAPHY Paul Hutton
red. £106.33 per month.Ref. no 713.
(Thurs. 1 pm) Matthew Catling (Fridays J pm)
Two males or females for shared rooms,
GRAPHICS
Peter Carroll
Bruntsfield. £90.00 per month. Ref. No.
WHAT'S ON
Sally Greig CARTOONS
715.
Fridays
I
pm)
Lorna
Henderson
Two males or fe~ for shared room ,
(Fridays I pm)
Sandra Catto
Blackford Ave. £100per month. Ref. No .
716A.
F...,...forshared room, Marchmont. £20
PHONE CHECK LIST
per week. Ref. No. 721.
Student Accommodation
6671011ext.6841
Two ~ or females for shared room,
Service
Blacket Ave. £80.15 per month. Ref. No.
NightHne (6pm to8am)
759.•
5574444
Two males for shared room , Lothian Rd.
University Health Centre
667 IOI i ext. 2521/2389
£110permonth ..Ref. No. 771.
Students' Association (EUSA) 6670214
Male for shared room, with some privacy.
Student Advisory and
6676027
New Town. £133 per month . Ref. No.
Counselling Service
Femaleforsharedroom,NewTown.Second year+ preferred. £60 per month.
Ref. No. 688.
Two males or females for shared room ,
Millar Crescent. £90permonth. Ref. No.

774.

Two females for shared room , Morningside. £120 per month . Ref. No. 776.
Single room for male or female , Pilrig.
£25 per week . Ref. no 637.
Single room for male or female, Claremont Crescent. £27 perweek. Ref. no 690.
Shared room to let , 14/4 Blacket
Avenue. £80 per month each. no Tories!

668 1636.
Double room for 2 females available,
and male required to share room . £85
per month each . 38 Warrender Park
Road , 229 7681.

Careers Service
Overseas Student Centre
Gay Switchboard
Scottis Aids Monitor
Lesbian Line

667 I 011 ext. 6350
667 1011 ext. 6804
5564049
5581167
5570751

Single room for male or female, Liber- Single room for male or female, Ne"
ton. £120 per month . Ref. no 638.
Town. D5 per week (includes bills)·
Two females to share room Ref. no663.
Stockbridge. £23 per week. Ref. no656.'
Single room for female, Mussetburgh·
£80 per month . Ref. no 669.

